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UNUSUAL FORM OF F^CAL FISTULA.

By Rev. W. Arthur Tatchrtx, M.R.C.S. (Lon.), L.R.C.P. (Eng.) Wesleyan

Mission Hospital, Hankow.

In reading the list of operations in hospital reports in China, one is

impressed by the absence of abdominal operations. Perhaps their

omissions are explained by the regrettable fact that the hospitals are not

sufficiently equipped ; therefore doctors refuse to expose patients to the

iuevitably grave dangers of operation under such unfavourable condi

tions. Other reasons may be of a personal character, either on the part

of the surgeon or local prejudices, etc. ,
etc.

However these or other reasons may justify or explain their

absence from the lists of operations ; certainly here in China there cannot

be any lack of abdominal diseases that constantly call for surgical

interference.

It presents a wide and interesting field for those able and willing to

undertake such work.

During recent years the technic of abdominal surgery has become

so perfected that one ought not to hesitate in entering the hitherto

forbidden region of the peritoneum.

It presents the most interesting, encouraging and successful sphere

of surgery in the hands of an experienced man, but on the other

hand, the most dangerous and fatal if attempted by one who has neither

seen or performed abdominal surgery. But this maxim is not confined

alone to this particular field of surgery.

During the past two years we have been fortunate in having several

very successful abdominal operations, viz., intussusception, removal of

the appendix, ovariotomies, etc., etc. The last abdominal case we have

had is of unusual interest, and is the subject of this paper.
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A man, named Li, age twenty-nine, a native of Kiangsi (?),
"

after

being refused at several hospitals, was recommended by an old patient

to try Hankow." He was nearly three weeks being carried on a bam

boo bed, turned upside down. His condition can be better imagined by

doctors in China than described.

His history, like that of so many other patients, was incomplete and

unsatisfactory. When a lad, he had a left inguinal hernia, but there is

no evidence now that he had. He denies any other illness until fifteen

months since, when his abdomen rapidly became distended and slightly

painful. Does not remember, whether or no, he was constipated. A

native doctor supplied medicines, and after three days' treatment the

swelling became concentrated to the left iliac region, where an opening

appeared on his abdominal wall. Through this, fseces exuded freely.

The application of black plasters and taking of more medicine were

freely indulged in. He denies absolutely any pain during this experi

ence and was perfectly conscious. No history of intestinal parasites.

Condition on admission.

Very emaciated, anaemic and quite unable to stand. Except for a

hsemic bruit at the pulmonary area, his thoracic organs were normal.

On the left side of his abdominal wall, about one and one-half

inches above mid Poupart's Ligament and slightly external, was a ragged,

irregular fistula, into which one's little finger could be tightly inserted.

Fig. i. (A). Showing position of fistula opening on abdominal wall. (B).
Incision of first exploratory operation. (C). Incision of final operation.
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The area around the opening was deeply and extensively ulcerated,

the result of prolonged faecal and native plaster irritation. Semi-liquid

faecal matter was almost continuously exuding. He also occasionally

passed a very small quantity of faeces per rectum.

Several days after his admission we examined him under an

anesthetic. By digital examination we found the intestine at site of

fistula to be adherent to the abdominal wall. A finger inserted high up

into the rectum failed to meet a finger inserted through the fistula.

This seemed to exclude sigmoid or descending colon. Then a probe

could be passed through the fistula in four directions, i.e., downwards,

upwards, and in two angular directions backwards. The reason of this

can be appreciated by Figs. 4 and 6. Thus far we were not enlightened

as to the condition of affairs. We then made a two-inch incision external

to the fistula (See Fig. 1. B). By a brief study of the sketches it will

be concluded that even this incision and exploration did not help us,

but rather precipitated us into deeper mystery.

Knowing that any further interference at this stage would neces

sitate a long operation, and as he was not in a very fit condition, we

decided to wait.

His pleadings for relief from his misery were very pathetic, so a

fortnight afterwards we decided to operate.

During this time we paid special attention to the preparation of the

septic, ulcerated and eczematous skin around the fistula. (See Fig. 1.)

His diet consisted principally of shee fan and milk. For three days

prior to his operation we gave three doses of

R. Calomel gr. i. »

Sodi. Bicarb. gr. ii.

Two hours.

The evening before he was given :—

R. Mag. Sulph. dr. iv.

Ac. Sulph. Dit. mx.

Aqua Camph. oz. i.

Stat.

On the morning of the operation (November 10th) a plain warm water

enema was given.' He had four ounces of warm milk at 6 a.m. At

9.30 a.m. he was placed on a hot water operating table. Cldorqform

was administered.

An incision was made around, and about half an inch distant from

the thickened and puckered area of the fistula. (See Fig. 4, C.)

Haemorrhage was troublesome from the adhesions, but was controlled

by pressure. After cutting deeply and freeing the neck (See Fig. 4 D.)
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we reached the peritoneal cavity. The intestine was quite free all

around, so that we easily withdrew the mass involved and wrapped it in

hot sterilized towels.

Except for the adhesions and mesentery, which are not represented,

the appearance of the gut was as Figs. 4 and 5.

The only modus operandi was to resect the loop, consisting of

about ten inches of intestine.

Makins clamps were applied just beyond A and B Fig. 4 and the

intestine divided on the proximate sides. A "V" shaped portion of

mesentery was then removed and the arteries clamped.

The unequal ends of intestine were then brought together. The

lower portion of the intestine being much atrophied (see Figs. 4 and 5,

B), the problem was to securely approximate them. A fine silk suture

was passed through all the coats of the intestine, above and below, thus

stretching the smaller end of intestine and acting as fixation stitches.

(See Fig. 2.) These proved of great service, being held whilst Lembert

FlG. 2.—Two fixation stitches of fine silk through the two unequal
ends of intestine.

sutures of fine silk and about one-tenth of an inch apart were used to

complete the uuion. (See Fig 3).

Pro. 3,^Lembeft sutures of fine silk.

Looking at the clamped arteries of the mesentery.we were somewhat

fearful lest they might become gangrenous, so we applied a purse-

string ligature to them and sutured the mesentery to the intestine.



Fig. 4. The outer aspect of the portion of intestine resected. It does not show the

mesentery.
A. The upper end where the intestine was normal in size. [constriction b.

B. The lower end, leading to rectum. This was much atrophied, and shows the

C. The opening of the fistula on the abdominal wall.

D. Hard and dense adhesions which formed the neck of the fistula.

FlG. 5. The inner aspect of the portion of intestine resected.

A. Upper end and normal small intestine. A'. Descending portion of A.

B. Lower end, and much atrophied. B1. Descending portion of B.

C. Inner portion of dense adhesions, surrounding the neck of the fistula.

Tl. Fihrni,.: Hcc„» o-~..«.=l *u„ ^-a~]__^ ■-— .
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One must frankly admit that the intestine was replaced into

the abdominal cavity with a degree of anxiety !

The thickened peritoneum around the opening was closed with a

continuous silk suture. A thin layer of gauze was inserted under the

superficial stitches, which completely closed the opening, in consequence

of the skin not being in a good healthy condition.

The operation lasted two hours.

After treatment .

No strychnine was given ; pulse eighty-six ; no vomiting ; hot weak

tea in small quantities was allowed as frequently as he desired during

the first twenty-four hours. He slept peacefully and did not complain

of any pain.

The following day he was allowed milk, chicken and weak beef

tea, two ounces of either, every two hours.

His pulse has not been above eighty-six per minute. The tempera

ture during the first seven days after the operation was normal, then

for ten days slightly sub-normal. He then foolishly had an attack of

malaria, which lasted four days.

There has not been the slightest suggestion of tympanites.

Thirty hours after the operation he passed a dark, liquid motion,

and continued to pass one for several days ; the color becoming lighter
each day. On the seventh day I gave :—

R. Calomel gr. i.

Sod. Bicarb. gr. ii.

Mittee. iv.

Two hours.

This caused him a little pain on his right side, so gave a low warm

enema.

On the tenth day he passed a perfectly formed motion, and has

continued to do so since.

Three weeks afterwards he was enjoying fowl, shee fan, etc., etc.

Five weeks after operation he is up, enjoying food, gaining weight
and continuing to make an uninterrupted recovery.

The case is of unusual interest for the following reasons :—

(i). Small intestine adherent in that situation. (Fig. i).

(2). Unusual deflection of the gut.

(3). The fistula bimucosa (? Ed.) and fsecal fistula existing at

same time and situation. (Figs. 6 and 7).

(4). The large amount of intestine involved being adherent in

its entire extent.



c

Fig. 6. Internal aspect of resected intestine. The intestine was divided, from B to A

and through A' and B'. (Fig. 5.). Showing course of faeces and fistula bimucosa.

A. Upper end. B. Lower end. C. Dense adhesions around neck.

D. Serous and muscular coats greatly hj'pertrophied.
The darkest shaded portions are the openings into the fistula.

The dark area between the two loops of intestine, is the adhesions, binding

together the two portions, and also site of fistula bimucosa.

FlG. 7. The counterpart to Fig. 6.

Showing the course of the faeces and fistula bimucosa,
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(5). With such a complicated and severe condition that no per

foration or peritonitis had resulted. Sufficient plastic material had

formed around the affected gut to shut off the peritoneal cavity.

(6). The faeces travelled via two routes. (Figs. 6 and 7).

(7). Coils of gut, forming the loop, were quite free from adhesions

to the parietes or to other viscera.

(8). The successful union of the two very unequal ends of the

intestine. (Fig 2).

Pathology and theory.

There can be no doubt but that the trouble dated from the days of

his hernia. Probably by compression and partial or complete strangula

tion. Inflammation ensued and the loop of gut became adherent in

its entire length. The hernia was reduced and became adherent to the

abdominal wall (he does not remember how or when). Either then, or

afterwards, I think later, destructive processes were induced in the

intestinal walls, either by pressure or an idiopathic ulcer. A fistula

bimucosa resulted.

This condition of things remained quiescent and did not cause any

trouble or inconvenience until "something" happened, i.e., chronic

constipation, enteritis, etc., which caused obstruction. The firm ad

hesions around the neck of the loop failed to yield and so a faecal

fistula resulted.

ODONTOMA.

By C. J. Davenport, Shanghai.

The tooth to which these notes refer was removed by me in

July, 1903.

The history of the case was as follows :
—

The patient, a student, aged nineteen, was aware of nothing being

amiss with his right lower jaw until four months previous to his being

seen. The first thing noticed was pain, then great swelling, which

increased for a month until discharge took place in the mouth at the

side of the tooth. After this the swelling diminished slightly, but the

discharge continued until the extraction of the tooth.

On examination a large firm swelling, giving one the sense of

periosteal or osteal inflammation was found, situated about the region

of the second lower right molar. The swelling was tender to pres

sure. Internally the natural sulcus in that region was obliterated.

Between the swelling and the molar tooth thin pus escaped from a
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sinus. The second molar tooth was slightly moveable and lying in

the jaw at an angle of about 500 ; a little space separating it from the

first molar.

The case was diagnosed as a dental abscess with perhaps dead

bone at the root of the second molar.

Treatment.—Extraction with no small difficulty of the second

molar.

Result.—The specimen depicted below.

Note.—Neither wisdom teeth were cut, nor was any tumour of the

tooth apparent before extraction.

Knowing the specimen to be a rare one I sent it to Dr. F. A. Robin

son, of Shanghai, who kindly reported on it as follows :
—

"

By this mail, under registered cover, I am sending back the very

interesting specimen you sent down for my inspection. I have never

seen anything just like it before ; it differs from that of exostosis or

radical odontoma, as I find there is enamel, dentine and cementum

present, which leads me to believe the deposit is from the ruptured cyst

of the third molar. These ruptures are often caused by many diseases

of children, such as scarlet fever and other constitutional disturbances

which cause inflammatory conditions in and about the jaws, or the

rupture may even take place as early as in the foetus through disease of

the mother. It is a well known fact that at the beginning of the growth of

the embryo, and continuing through life, there are two forces constantly

acting on the teeth the same as on other parts of the body ; one of these

forces giving size and bulk to the tooth tissue, and this controlled and

modified by the other force, which tends to limit the growth and gives

form to the tissue and to the tooth ; if these two forces be normal, that

is, perfectly balanced throughout the development and eruption of the

tooth, the result will be a normally developed tooth, but if these forces

be interfered with in any way, such as disease, lack of nourish

ment or undue external pressure, the result may be almost anything

such as you have in your specimen. It will be an interesting and

rare specimen to send to your hospital museum, and in sending it I

would send as much of the history of the boy's life concerning it as

possible."
I further forwarded the specimen to Mr. Bland Sutton, who is

always interested in tumours and anomalies of this kind.

He has placed the specimen in the College of Surgeons' Museum,

London; and further says :
"
Your interesting odontoma is figured in a

new edition of
'

Tumours,' which is nearly ready," sending this cutting,

which is evidently extracted from this new edition.
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Fig. 137.—Second right mandibular molar of a Chinaman aged 19 years, with a

tumour possessing the characters of a composite odontoma.

A. and B. The tooth of natural size.

C. The tooth enlarged and the tumour shown in section.

"
The most remarkable radicular odontoma that has come under my

notice is depicted in Fig. 137. This tooth was extracted
"

with no little

difficulty" from a Chinese student, aged nineteen, by Mr. Davenport

(Hankow) ; it had caused no trouble until two months before the

extraction. There was a swelling around the tooth, supposed to be due

to an abscess. On a casual examination the lump on the root of this

second lower molar appears as a radicular odontoma, but on section

it presents the complex structure of a composite odontoma. The

clinical report contains the significant statement that there were no signs

of the lower wisdom teeth."

A FEW CASES OF EXCISION OF THE ELBOW.

By David LandsborouGH, M.B., CM., English Presbyterian Mission, Shoka,
Formosa.

Excision of the elbow joint is an operation which medical mission

aries are sometimes called upon to perform. I trust therefore that the

account of six cases in which I performed the operation in Formosa may

not be without interest to the readers of this Journal.

1. Ankylosis of the elbow in the straight position after unreduced

dislocation of the joint.

The patient was a Chinese woman about twenty-six years old.

About a year before she came to hospital she had a fall, which dislocated

one of her elbows. The injury was treated by the native doctors, with the

result that the patient was left with the dislocation unreduced and the joint

firmly ankylosed in the straight position. She came to me to see what
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could be done, and I recommended excision. The operation was per

formed by Hutu's method, and early passive movements were employed.

The wound healed well. I saw her about six months or more after the

operation when she had a useful arm capable of all the normal move

ments, but not so strong as the uninjured arm.

2. The second patient was a woman about twenty-five years old.

One of her arms had been ankylosed in the straight position for about

a year. The ankylosis had followed acute arthritis (puerperal as far as I

remember). The elbow was fixed in the extended position and was

incapable of supination and pronation as well as of flexion, owing to the

superior radio-ulnar joint being involved along with the elbow joint. I

excised the joint by Hutu's method. Movements of the arm were

diligently kept up as long as the patient was in hospital, but when I saw

her a good many months later, I am sorry to say that bony ankylosis had

taken place, though fortunately in the flexed position, so that the arm

was much more useful after the operation than before.

3. The third patient was also a Chinese woman about forty-five

years old. The elbow was ankylosed in the straight position as the

result of old arthritis (probably puerperal). The operation performed

was excision of the elbow by the usual long posterior incision. The patient

left hospital in about a month. She was urged to return after a time

and let us see how her arm was doing ; but she failed to return and was

lost sight of.

4. The fourth patient was a Chinese youth about eighteen years old

with old unreduced dislocation of the elbow, the result of a fall. The

elbow was firmly ankylosed in the straight position. The excision of the

joint was performed by the usual single longitudinal incision. The

wound healed well, but the patient left hospital about a month after the

operation and did not return.

5. The fifth case was that of a Chinaman about twenty-five years

old with one of his elbows ankylosed in the straight position, the result

of arthritis, probably gonorrhceal. The single posterior incision was used

in performing the operation. In this case healing was delayed by sepsis.

I saw the patient about three months after the operation when his arm

had the normal movements, but without much strength.

6. The sixth patient was a Chinese child about two or three years

old suffering from osteo-myelitis of the upper end of the ulna with

formation of a sequestrum. The disease had extended into the elbow

joint and destroyed it. The sequestrum was removed and elbow-joint

excised by the usual single posterior incision ; care being taken to remove

as little bone as possible so as to avoid injury to the epiphyseal cartilage.
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I saw the child a few months after the operation when I found a small

sinus had formed, due to a little necrosed bone. It got all right after a

scraping. A year after the operation I saw the child again ; but was

disappointed to find partial paralysis of the whole arm, so that the child

could not raise its arm above its head. I am afraid that in this case the

tourniquet (an Ermark's) had been put on too tightly and so high that

even the circumflex nerve was compressed. This accident may have

occurred at the second operation. All the nerves of the arm were more

or less affected. There was not much wasting of the muscles, however,

and there was still some power left in them. I was not without hope

that recovery might ultimately take place ; but it was an unforeseen and

very distressing accident.

Cojnments.

(a). With regard to the operations employed I have mentioned

that I followed Hutu's method in the first two, but in the others I

adopted the usual single longitudinal posterior incision. In cases of

ankylosis, Hutu's operation is recommended by some surgeons. When

the ankylosis is due to old unreduced dislocation, the end of the

humerus is dislocated so far forwards that it is rather difficult to get the

soft parts pulled off if the posterior incision is used. The ankylosed con

dition makes this all the more difficult, as the joint cannot be flexed.

In performing Hutu's operation in the first case I found great difficulty

in getting the ends of the humerus and ulna protruded through the

external wound. So the next time I did the same operation I sawed

through the lower end of the humerus in the usual position with a

narrow-bladed saw passed through from the external wound to the

internal wound, carefully protecting the soft parts from injury with

retractors. It was easy after that to protrude the ends of the bone

through the wound. My saw was inconveniently broad for the purpose

however. If I had possessed a fret or a chain saw I would probably have

done Hii' tu's operation in the other case of old unreduced dislocation.

(b). With regard to the conditions which made the operation

necessary, I would remark in the first place that in none of my cases

was the operation done for tubercle, the disease which most frequently

calls for it at home. Tubercle of joints appears to be much less common

in Formosa than at home, and this seems to be specially so iu the case

of the elbow.

In all my cases, except one, the elbow was firmly ankylosed in the

straight position. In some of them the ankylosis was due to old unreduced

dislocations and in others to old arthritis usually gonorrhceal or puerperal.

There are few injuries where the native doctor's want of knowledge leads
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to more troublesome results than in the case of dislocations. If the

Chinese doctor or quack who first treated the injury had only known

how to reduce a dislocated elbow, all further trouble would have been

avoided. In the cases in which the ankylosis was due to old arthritis

(generally puerperal or gonorrhceal) a very much better result could

have been obtained if the native doctor had known enough to keep the arm

flexed instead of extended during his treatment. In that case the arm

would have ankylosed in a position much more convenient for the patient.

In the case of osteomyelitis of the upper end of the ulna involving

the joint (case 5) the cartilages had been destroyed and ankylosis was

inevitable. The operation was done in order to give the patient a

more useful arm. It might have been better, however, as the patient

was a child, to have allowed the joint to be ankylosed in the most useful

position and to have delayed the excision till the patient was sixteen or

seventeen years old. The object in delaying being, of course, to avoid

injuring the epiphyseal cartilage.

(c). With regard to the results of the operation, it is unfortunate

that some of the patients never returned to hospital after leaving it, so

that it is impossible with regard to them to say what was the ultimate

result. It would have been more satisfactory too if some of them had

been seen at a longer period after the operation.

There is little risk to life in the operation and there were no deaths

among my cases. In one case the healing of the wound was delayed

by sepsis.

In the first case, about a year after the operation, the patient had a

useful arm capable of all the normal movements, but not so strong as

its fellow.

In the second case bony ankylosis occurred, but fortunately in the

flexed position, so that the arm was more useful after than before the

operation.
In the third and fourth cases the patients left hospital with good

prospects of useful arms,
but they failed to return.

In the fifth case healing was delayed by sepsis, but when I saw the

patient, about three months after the operation, he
had good prospects of

a useful arm.

In the sixth case it was very unfortunate that the too tight applica

tion of the tourniquet led to a partial paralysis of all the nerve trunks

of the arm ; but I am not without hope that the arm would ultimately

recover from this condition.

In none of the cases, as far as I know, did a loose flail-like joint

result. In one only was there bony ankylosis.
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In two cases—the first and the second—there was temporary partial

paralysis of the ulnar nerve, due to rough handling during the operation ;

but as far as I remember, in both cases the nerve ultimately recovered

its function completely.

MASSAGE.

By E. D. Vanderburgh, M.D., Siangtan, Hunan.

The medical dictionary tells us that massage is a method of rubbing,

kneading or stroking of the superficial parts of the body by the hand or

an instrument for the purpose of modifying nutrition, restoring power

of movement, breaking up of adhesions, etc.

A male person performing massage is termed a masseur (pronounced

massur), a female person a masseuse (pronounced massuz). It comes

from the Greek word massein (fidooein), to knead.

I presume, in order to be classical, I should begin my subject thus :

"

As practiced by the ancient Greeks and Romans," etc., but owing to

my environment I will simply say : As practiced by the ancient Chinese,

massage is an art.

In the south, while on the road over night, I have watched a Chinese

masseur performing the operation on a gentleman who couldn't sleep.

After I had watched him at it for about half an hour he asked me what

I thought of it. I said it was wonderful ! at which he quite enthused,

and after showing me one of the peculiar twists he gave the muscles of

his patient's back, I remarked that it must be hard to learn.
"

You must

teach me." "Oh no," said he, "it would take too long and there are

hundreds of movements. You would have to travel with me for years

to become expert." So I had to give up learning massage as practiced

by the ancient Chinese and shall have to confine myself to the art as

practiced by our friends from over the seas.

They say there is probably no instrument which is powerful for

good which is not also powerful for evil.

That massage has been a power for good we all know. That it has

given quacks the opportunity to fool the people a great deal of the time

we also know. And also at times and in various places the word has

been misused in a way which has caused many of our profession to °iVe

up its use entirely.

Massage, however, honestly employed, is a good thing. It must also

be employed intelligently and by some one who is strong and yet gentle.
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The performing of massage I believe is not the physician's or

surgeon's prerogative (I would like to get the opinion of others on that),

but naturally is one of the duties of the nurse. On the other hand, I

believe we should be experts ourselves in order to be able to direct

others.

We have all heard of the society of trained masseuses in England,

of Battle Creek and the Osteopaths in America, of the Swedish move

ment cure as instituted by Peter Henrik Ling, of Sweden. Sir William

Bennett in the London Lancet gives his recollections of the old fashioned

"

rubbers", as he calls them, as being
"

very respectable people, rather

portly in figure as a rule and strictly honest according to their lights."

He says :
"

One of the essential points for the effective application of

massage is that it should only be carried out under the orders of a

medical practitioner, for attempts at massage by attendants to treat

patients on their own initiative can end only in failure."

Pardon a little personal experience. I remember once being treated

by a young man who had had two years of training at Battle Creek

Sanitarium. I wanted him to massage along the line of the ureter to

dislodge and bring down what afterward proved to be a small rough

stone about the size of a pea. My pain was intense, and I wanted him to

rub deeply from the kidney toward the bladder in the right lumbar and

inguinal regions. I wanted him to begin high up and work downward.

He insisted on beginning low down and working up. He said it was

a°aiust all rules to rub downward in that region (said it was all right to

rub down on the left side, but not on the right). I told him that ray

trouble was not in the colon, but in the ureter and that he must have in

mind work on the colon and that in my case I wanted him to massage

along the line of the ureter. Well, he told me, to rub myself if I knew

so much and told me to go back to college and study anatomy. My

college room mate came home shortly after and rubbed deeply and down

ward and helped me. The stone passed on down and was removed a

year afterward. Just this much personal experience !

The methods of applying massage are many and differ according to

locality and the disposition or methods of the
masseur or masseuse. Some

of the methods described are vague. The main subdivisions are grouped

under four heads, viz., Friction, Percussion, Pressure and Movement.

Deep rubbing or kneading is a combination of pressure and move

ment without allowing the hand to slip on the skin. It is considered

the most useful of all the methods. When this firm, steady, deep knead

ing is employed there is no trouble from tickling or other disagreeable

sensations.
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Working from the insertiou to the origin of muscles, from the

extremities to the trunk, in the direction of the returning currents of

blood and lymph. From the stomach toward the rectum following the

alimentary canal as far as possible in alimentary troubles.

Where the skin is cold and not well nourished an inunction is used.

Cocoanut butter is used always on hands of masseur and on body of

patient as well.

Massage at once acts on the skin, fasciae, muscles, nerves, lymphat

ics and blood vessels.

You have doubtless read the advertisements of late of the different

methods now employed in working away wrinkles from the face, and

have learned that no lady or gentleman need loose the beauty and charm

of their youth who will send a dollar for instructions ? Well, there is

something in their methods of massaging the skin of the face to remove

wrinkles. It is a good thing, especially for bachelors and old maids.

Work with both hands, beginning between the eyes and work outward

over the forehead, over the bridge of the nose and downward and

outward, using four fingers of each hand. Again from the ears down

ward and forward until the fingers meet over the mouth and vice versa.

It is wonderful what an effect it has in nervous twitchings and

habits of the skin and muscles of the face. Over the eyebrows for

twitching of the same.

In administering medicine in some diseases to quicken the effect.

After the use of the hypodermic needle and in many skin diseases.

It increases the tone and size of muscles. Dr. Douglas Graham

says that sprains under massage get well in one-third the time ordinarily

needed in such cases.

In many nervous diseases it is the only form of treatment which is

met with any success at all. Chorea, writer's cramp, neuralgia, and

affections of the central nervous system are all benefited by massage.

In the lymphatics and blood vessels it accelerates the flow of lymph
and blood.

Dr. Brunten has shown by the insertion of a glass tube that the

blood passes three times more rapidly through a part while it is being

massaged than when it is not.

We all know of its beneficial effects on the heart. By massaging
the peripheries the effect on the heart is almost immediate.

In displacements of the uterus, either forward or backward, the

organ can be completely replaced and strengtheued. It is also used in

difficult menstruation and sluggish uterus.

In enlarged liver it is employed with hot fomentations.
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In diseases of the bladder, after nearly filling the bladder with some

antiseptic solution, a gentle percussion over the bladder is of great service

in any chronic diseased coudition of the wall of the bladder which needs

stimulation.

In intestinal obstruction the benefits are perhaps more widely known

and immediately felt than in any other trouble. By long continued

massage the contents of the stomach may be emptied into the intestine.

This possibility is very valuable in some cases where an overloading of

the stomach has affected the heart.

Also it is highly advocated in certain lung troubles. Especially

those arising from congestion, placing the thumbs on the sternum and

the rest of both hands under the ribs on either side and squeezing

during expiration.

The quieting and sleep producing influence on tired and worn-out

patients is very marked. Probably ere this even the idea of it as

brought before you may have had some such effect. If not, if you will

call in a Chinese masseur and set him to work, telling him of your wake

fulness, I assure you he will help you in a few moments.

Percussion over the lungs on the ribs and sternum I will only

mention in closing ; it being a very ancient habit or custom in the family

of man, as any one may find out if they will look in any ancient history

under the head of orangoutang or chimpanzee.

A RED LETTER DAY IN THE HISTORY OF GERMAN

MEDICAL MISSIONS.

By D. Feldmann, M.D., Echardtsheim.

At the invitation of the Stuttgarter Verein fiir Arztliche Mission, the

well known and ever active medical mission auxiliary of the Basel Mis

sion, a meeting of about sixty delegates of the German and Swiss Mis

sion Societies and individual friends of medical mission work took place

at Frankfurt on November 15th. The object of the conference was to

constitute a German Institute for Medical Missions (Deutsche Institut fiir

Arztliche Mission) which is to promote every medical missionary enter

prise and mainly the trainiug of students willing to devote their lives to

the noble service of the divine Healer as medical missionaries, and to pro

vide opportunities for missionaries of all the German and Swiss societies

to acquire a certain amount of medical knowledge and routine. The

institute, a combined Livingstone Memorial and Livingstone College as
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it were, is to be closely attached to the university of Tubingen in Wiirt-

temberg, the medical professors of which having expressed their desire

to promote the intentions of the institute as much as possible and to

enable both missionaries and students to benefit fully by the great and

valuable opportunities a highly frequented university like Tubingen

affords.

The institute is to find a home on a plot of land situated near the

university buildings and the hospital ; a friend of the work geuerously

having paid down the whole sum of ^1,500 needed for the purchase of

the site. The plan is to raise ,£5,000 before commencing the building

of the necessary houses, viz., home for students, lecture hall, laboratory,

etc. ,£2,000 have already been contributed towards the work, and it is

to be hoped that this energetic step forward in the activity of German

medical mission work will rouse the friends to answer the call for the

remaining ,£3,000. The institute is to serve all mission societies

equally, as its president, Mr. Paul Lechler, of Stuttgart, has been unanim

ously elected. Mr. Lechler is also president of the Stuttgarter Medical

Missionary Association.

I am sure our English and American friends will rejoice and

combine with us in asking God's blessing and guidance in this new

venture, which is to give to men and women the arms of love and

mercy wherewith to conquer sin and sorrow.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

The British Medical Journal, April 14th, 1906.

PARIS.

TREATMENT OE TUBERCULOSIS BY LIME SALTS.

At a recent meeting of the Societe Medicate des Hopitaux, M. Paul

Ferrier made an interesting communciation on the treatment of consump

tion by recalcification. Having noticed that patients who were cured

showed pronounced calcification of the teeth, and other patients with

teeth showing decalcification in evolution were rapidly neariug a fatal

termination of their illness ; considering also that in post-mortem ex

aminations cured tubercle was found calcified, and that phosphaturia

was found at the onset of the disease and in the predisposed, M. Ferrier

was led to calcification as his line of treatment in consumption. Phos

phaturia, and decalcification being synonymous, M. Ferrier assumes

that an acid or acid salt alone can destroy the enamel and ivory o
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the teeth, and dissolve the salts in the bones. Among the agents which

may be looked upon as possible causes he enumerated inorganic acids

{hydrochloric, phosphoric, sulphuric) or their salts, acid phosphates

and sulphates ; or organic acids, taken in fruits (oranges, lemons, etc.)

or formed by fermentation in the stomach {acetic, lactic, butyric acids).

While it is easy to forbid a patient to put acids into his stomach, it

is not so easy to discover the nature of a fermentation in the stomach,

but in any case the cause must be looked for when the teeth showed

acute caries. In addition to instances in which the drinking water

lacked lime salts, the cause might be found in the non-evacuation

of the stomach, due to meals not being taken sufficiently far apart (the

first meal causing a premature fermentation of the following one), and

also in the use of a certain number of substances which paralyse (wine,

beer, cider, alcohol, butter, fats, and oils) or which ferment, as do some

of these articles, and sugar pastry, and bread itself when made with

yeast. Any one of these might cause true phosphaturia, and when

their importance was recognized few cases of essential and nervou9

phosphaturia would remain.

A glass of water taken several hours after a meal left the stomach in

in half an hour, and was therefore an excellent means of emptying the

organ before a meal and the best "aperitif;" but to clean a stomach

containing an acid residue a base must be employed, and this should be

lime not soda. St. Galmier water was the commonest type of such a

water, containing a high percentage of calcium bicarbonate to restore

the mineral waste of the organism. M. Ferrier in cases of tuberculosis

does not give soluble salts, which pass away through the kidneys. The

waste will be repaired by utilizing the hydrochloric acid of the gastric

juice to render soluble and introduce lime into the organism, instead of

giving it prepared and soluble. He forbids acids in any form, directs

that the meals shall be taken at sufficient intervals, and regulates the

menu according to the ideas given above ; he gives a glass of water with

a strong percentage of calcium bicarbonate half an hour before each meal ;

in addition, prescribes carbonate and tribasic phosphate of lime (0.40 gr.)
and sodium chloride (0.35 gr.), to be taken three times daily with or

after meals. By this means the food does not stay too long in the

stomach, fermentation is stopped, and the digestion is restored in a

surprising way, the blood regains its coagulating and plastic properties,
and lung lesions of the first and second degree are rapidly and favoura

bly modified. Even cases in the third stage, when the lesion is not very

extensive, derive prompt benefit from this regime. The rapidity of

improvement shows that the treatment answers a real hunger in the
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organism ; when the stomach is incapable of transforming into chloride

a sufficient quantity of lime salts, it is necessary to administer this salt

all ready to take the place of this deficient function which is too often

overlooked. The less advanced cases benefit more than the others from

this addition to the treatment. If an aggravation occurs, before putting

it down to the vagaries of the tubercle, errors in diet which may have

caused a temporary decalcification should be looked for. In hospitals

especially oranges play a very pernicious part. Water containing lime

sulphate must be avoided. The use of milk also must be watched

from the point of view of lactic acid production. Corroboration of the

argument is found in the fact that, in all the maritime or other resorts

known to give favorable results in tuberculosis, bicarbonate of lime is

present in the drinking water.

Dr. Emile Sergent said that during the last eighteen months he has

employed this treatment in a large number of cases, and although he

began with much scepticism, he had come to apply it in all cases.

This method, which did not exclude either the rest or air cures, or the

use of balsams, especially creosote, had the great advantage of avoiding

hyperalimentation, which was often badly supported, and did away with

the abuse of fats, great factors in acid fermentation. It was simple and

easy, and always readily accepted by the patient. Of all treatments, it

gave the greatest number of successes. The digestive functions rapidly

improved, the appetite returned, the strength increased, and the sweats

disappeared.

The majority of cases increased in weight in a surprising way ; some

as much as four to six pounds in a fortnight, due, he considered, to

the restoration of the digestive functions, and the better assimilation

than wheu overfed. The sputum diminished, and the local lesions

improved.

Dr. Renon also reported favourable results in cases treated in hospi

tal. In support of the value of lime, he cited the town of Vermenton, in

the Yonne department ; since lime kilns had been started, the white dust

covered everything and entered the houses, and there had been no

tubercle among 200 workmen employed in this dusty occupation,

although alcoholism was very common. Moreover, tubercle was less

prevalent iu the district since the lime kilns were started.
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THE CHRISTIAN PHYSICIAN.*

By Dr. Howard A. Kelly, of Baltimore, Md.

I am glad to come and say a few words to you, because you repre

sent an unusual and exceptional institution. You represent a little oasis

really, in one sense, in the great desert of medical schools, where all

ought to be Christians. And the beauty of the school is that you carry

out the true ideal of medical work—the improvement of opportunity for

Christian service. That is all we are called to be physicians for—

nothing else but that we may win friends, and bring o'ur friends where

true friendship ought to be brought, to God through Christ. Now, my

friends at home get tired of my talking this way sometimes, for I am

very insistent about this, and they say they do wish Dr. Kelly would

either be a preacher or a doctor, one or the other, so they may know

where he stands. I do not want to be a preacher. I just want to be a

common, ordinary Christian physician, using such opportunities for

ministry as occur in the pursuit of my calling,—the advantages such as

a baker, or grocer, or any oue else may use in the pursuit of his calling.

Now, I take my position very seriously this evening, as I come

some hundreds of miles to address you, summoned by your teachers and

friends to stand temporarily as a concrete embodiment of their collective

sentiment upon education, which is in many ways momentous. I cannot

therefore be content merely to express pleasure and kindly sympathy in

fitting phrases, but would gladly use such grace as may be given me to

bring you a message which shall strengthen you, aud go out as a

blessing with each one of you into your chosen field of work. M.&y our

Father graciously grant that as we thus enjoy this unusual privilege of

Christian fellowship as scribes made disciples unto the kingdom of

heaven, we may for our refreshment, like men who are householders,

bring forth out of our treasures to-night some things both new and old.

Let us consider together some things touching the opportunities of

life, your calling, and in what spirit you go forth. First, let us look

briefly at this present time. To you this is a time of transition. Back

of you lies the familiar well-trodden path. Before you the way seems

hazy and uncertain. You are not quite sure what the next year,

perhaps the next few months or weeks, may bring forth. The anxiety

* A stenographic report of an address by Dr. Howard A. Kelly, of Baltimore, at

the commencement exercises of the American Medical Missionary College, June 18,

1906. The author gave his address no title, but the one chosen seems fitting both

for the address aud for the speaker, whose great work in the medical profession,

recognized throughout the civilized world, is only equaled by what he has accom

plished in various lines of Christian and evangelical activity.
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and distress which may be associated with such an uncertainty was just

a few days ago vividly depicted before me in my library in the distressed

form of one who, unexpectedly cut off from accustomed sources of

revenue, has no immediate prospect of remunerative employment. What

lies ahead ?—What failures ? What humiliatious ?—Who can tell ?

Indeed, my friend, who was in a very distressed and pessimistic mood,

and might well be, not having any Christian hope that I could discern,

wanted to go somewhere where it is exceedingly dangerous to live— to

the Philippines, or Panama ; she didn't care if she lost her life. Such

people haven't anything better to rely upon.

Now there are two ways of approaching this great question of What

next ? One is by keenly watching the opportunities as they present

themselves, and grasping the right one at the right moment, and so

pressing on to success. This is the method of the world briefly formulat

ed of old as
"

capere occasiofiem," snatching the opportunity. Of

these worldly wise ones Christ said, "Your time is always ready." A

somewhat similar expression of the world's wisdom is this :
"

A bird in

the hand is worth two in the bush,"
—

get what you can now out of life,

who knows what may come next ? It is the world's time which taken

at the flood leads on to victory. But let me remind you that we, as

Christians, are not thus guided. Though using all prudence, and every

talent our Father has given us, both in preparing for and conducting

life's affairs, we are yet wholly dependent upon him for guidance. We

say with glad surrender—

"I know not the way I am going,
But well do I know my Guide.

With a childlike faith I give my hand

To the mighty Friend by my side."

We can act when success seems impossible, and we can withhold

from action when all the world about us deems it prudent to go ahead,

saying like Christ our Lord,
"

My time is not yet," when God has not

made the way clear. We can then say with David, with entire abandon

ment to the will of God,
"

My times are in thy hand."

WHAT NEXT ?

Listen to our Lord's own words as he checks the natural desire to

know What next ? and note well that which he gives in its place. Note,

too, the importance of these words of his, for they are probably his very

last. When the disciples asked him, in the first chapter of Acts,

"Lord, dost thou at this time restore the kingdom to Israel?" It is

not for you to know times or seasons, which the Father hath set within
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his own authority ; but ye shall receive power when the Holy Spirit is

come upon you, and ye shall be my witnesses." Gracious answer!

Mark well its import. We may not have that discernment of times of

which the world boasts as its peculiar talent and handmaid to success,

but in place of this our Lord confers that which is far, far better,

unfailing trust in the Father, who holds all earthly activities not laxly,

but well established, fulfilling his will, in his own authority.

In place of a knowledge of times we have, therefore, power, promised

by Christ, associated with the coming upon us of the Holy Spirit,

marking us out, as he first marked Christ out; with the privilege of

being his witnesses. O blessed, real, and wonderful service into which

you have entered, bearing fruits even unto the life eternal ! What a

contrast! We cannot pause too long to consider it. On the one hand,

knowledge of the present times, limited in its horizon to earth alone, and

often mistaken and misleading. On the other hand, power, an indwell

ing Spirit of God, bearing fruit through us both for time and eternity.

I charge you, then, as you journey hence, that you ever keep this

crowning
—what shall I call it, command, warning, gift, or blessing?

—

in mind; and that you remember amidst all of life's vicissitudes that He

never takes aught away from his child but to give that which is infinite

ly more valuable in its place. Choose you now, which shall it be,—

worldly prudence, or the guidance of the power of the Spirit ?

How, then, about the Christian's steps
—his way, his path, his

walk, his going out, and his coming in? Our Father says of the path of

righteousness that it is as the dawning of light, that shineth more and

more to the perfect day, while
"

the way of the wicked is as darkness,

they know not at what they stumble." You know that the only way,

and the only light on that way, as well as the truth by which we are

guided, all center in and are represented by Christ. The very mention

of all these synonyms which refer to the Christian's walk on earth is

sufficient to recall to your minds the frequency with which they recur in

God's Word. Turn to these words in the Bible, and see how they run

through the whole like a golden thread, binding all together.

Let me under this caption give you one verse which I often like to

dwell upon, found in Ephesians ii. 10. I like to associate it with that

other expression referred to in John 7
—"Your time is always ready,"

then in Acts 1.3, the verse I have just quoted, associate that with this in

Ephesians ii. 10 :
"

For ye are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus

unto good works, which God hath before prepared that we should walk

in them." What comfort, what assurance, what strength do we thus

find by simply turning over the pages of God's Word and learning his
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mind toward his servants. As for our liberty in the way, we have this

promise,
"

I am the door : by me if any man enter in, he shall be saved,

and shall go in and go out, and find pasture." We journey in one mind,

for we are instructed to "let this mind be in you which was also in

Christ Jesus." What blessed realization of the traveler's viaticum of old

as we learn that we also have his wisdom and his righteousness, accord

ing as it is written in I. Cor. i. 31 :
"

But of him are ye in Christ Jesus

who was made unto us wisdom from God, and righteousness, and

sanctification, aud redemption."

What further provision is made for the way ?—He himself clothes

us, too, as he did in type his people Israel as they traveled through the

wilderness, when their clothes and their shoes waxed not old, for, does

not the Holy Spirit tell us,
"

Put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make

not provision for the flesh to fulfill the lusts thereof ?
"

The memorial of his death for sinners is our constant food, and we

feed, too, on a glorified Christ day by day as his image is being formed

in us. As he is all these things for the present time, so is he the goal of

out affections, for as Paul has said,
"

I press toward the goal unto the

prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus." Well, then, with all

these provisions in view, might Paul cry out, and we with him echo the

Spirit's promise,
"

My God shall supply every need of yours, according
to his riches in glory in Christ Jesus." And who can refrain from this

tribute, like a voice from heaven heard once more on this dreary earth,
"

Oh, the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and the knowledge of

God ! How unsearchable are his judgments and his ways past tracing
out."

Men rightly judge those avocations of men for which they are clearly
fitted by natural endowment, to be of the nature of callings. That is to

say, nature herself, in a voice not to be misunderstood, often claims this

or that individual for some particular service. Now the sons of men in

this judge rightly, showing that they are fully able to read the signs of

the times ; aud we, too, may be sure that our Father, in the exercise of

that wonderful economy manifested everywhere in his kingdom, by
which he prepares each instrument for the work it is expected to do here,

with no uncertain voice also speaks through the tongue of nature. Now

while all pursuits ought to be of the nature of callings, there are two

which may be said to be callings par excellence, namely the Christian

ministry and the ministry to the sick. In the ideal physician, as in his

Loid, these two callings are blended. The unusual character of these

callings (looking at things as they are, and not as they will be in that

blessed age) lies in the personal nature of the call. He who undertakes
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a medical ministry (let these words never be divorced) has found in

Christ the King of Glory, his own personal Savior ; in the Holy Spirit,

his teacher and guide ; and in God, a father from whom every father

hood in heaven and earth is named ; and in this presence has offered his

life's service in compassion, like that of his Lord, to relieve sorrow and

suffering, as a tribute to a great compelling love.

THE CALLING OF GOD.

You are called of God, and the very fact that he calls, implies an

authoritative sending with a definite message, success in its delivery, and

the accompaniment of the sender with the one sent. This appears more

clearly in the Greek words, pempo apostello, translated "send" and

"

apostle,'
'

than in the English version. All this appears in that splendid

passage in II. Cor. v. 17-21: "Wherefore if any man be in Christ,

he is a new creature : the old things are passed away ; behold, they are

become new. But all things are of God, who reconciled us to himself

through Christ, and gave unto us the ministry of reconciliation : to wit,

that God was in Christ reconciling the world unto himself, not reckoning

unto them their trespasses, and having committed unto us the word of

reconciliation. We are ambassadors therefore on behalf of Christ, as

though God were entreating by us : we beseech you on behalf of Christ,

be ye reconciled to God. Him who knew no sin he made to be sin on

our behalf ; that we might become the righteousness of God in him."

Remember that you are called to go forth, not to do drudgery or to

labor as a common servant, but, like Christ, to do the service of sons,

rendered in grace, to a loving Father. The Gospel of Mark, as we all

know, is the gospel of service. But if you take the world's meaning of

service, you will look in vain to find it. It is the service of a son,

rendered in grace. This is what Paul feels when he cries out,
"

For the

love of Christ constraineth us."

The great characteristics of sons apart from love—the love which is

the true bond with the Father, should be obedience, faithfulness, and

patience. Take the Gospel of John and trace through it Christ's

obedience to the Father, and then see how he brings his disciples,

towards the close, into a like relationship, and makes their obedience the

true test of their love.

I thought it was a great discovery when, several years ago, in

Switzerland, I met Mrs. Howard Taylor, and we had a little talk

together, and she pointed this out to me
—this beautiful characteristic of

the Gospel of John ; how Christ himself has set that example of obedi

ence, dwelt on it, and instinctively taught it to his disciples, and then
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in the end so clearly turns it over to them, that they may be in this

world as he was.

Faithfulness is God's great characteristic.
"

I am Jehovah, I change

not." And while we are being proved Christians we are to commit our

souls unto God in well-doing, as unto a faithful Creator. We see God's

faithfulness in a wonderful way in the realm of nature, in the uniformity

of his laws, and I would urge you as Christians, in going out into the

world, wherever you go, having this book (the Bible), not to keep your

eye, as so many Christians uufortunately do, closed to God's other book.

If you go to the other book first, you will misinterpret. You won't find

God. Men invariably look to God in the laws of nature. But it is no

where said that God is law. It maligns God. It is a falsehood to say

that God is law. God is found in the beauty, in the grace, in the

tenderness, in the gentleness, in the sweetness of nature ; not in law.

Law is the framework of the house. It is the beams that are hidden

away, the foundations that are under the ground. It is the skeleton of

the man. If you were to depict a man to one who had not seen a man

before, you would not bring a skeleton out of the closet and say, There

is a man. No. Nor would you like in your own house, if you live at

home and have a famiiy, or with your father and mother, to have it

said that the reign of law there is perfect, but rather that the reign of

grace, of love is perfect. Law must be there, but you love God, love

beauty, and knowing that it is for the good of all concerned, your hearts

naturally obey. It ought not to be that law characterizes the house,

but that grace and beauty characterize it. Take this thought of God's

world. Go out and find him wherever you go. I think nothing so

serves to turn us to false ways in this direction as this fact. He is

there, but we must look to him in the Bible to learn that he is love and

life ; then we may go out to nature and find him anew.

And what shall I say of patience, that rare and precious Christian

virtue ? This is another of God's own characteristics which he has

given to his servants, as we read in Romans xv. 4 :
"

Now the God of

patience and of comfort grant you to be of the same mind." It charac

terized Christ, too, as we read in Rev. i. 9 of
"

the patience of Jesus,"

and again in II. Thess. iii. 5 :
"

The Lord direct your hearts into the

love of God and into the patience of Christ." It is also spoken of dis

tinctively as
"

the patience of the saints."

Now I would like to dwell somewhat particularly on this word

"patience," and give it to you as your special message this evening ;

and I do this because, perhaps, it is the lesson I most need myself. I

think we always talk with the most honest grace and interest about those
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things we see right ahead, that we do, in order to lay hold of them for

ourselves. This I clearly see, that no sooner are you rescued by those

everlasting Arms which have been put under you to pull you out of the

quagmires of sin and ignorance and doubt, and placed upon the Rock,

which is Christ, the foundation stone of all our faith and all our enter

prises, than there begins that long series of exercises, designed in the

economy and by the grace of God to wean you altogether from the world

and its ways to him and his ways. Now these exercises, whatever form

they take, whether light temptations or severe trials, nagging cares, or

grievous burdens which can scarce be borne, trifling ailments, or

maladies beyond hope of recovery, are designed to exercise that quality,
or rather to give birth to and foster that spiritual quality peculiar to

God's people, called patience.

What, then, is patience? The world often associates the notion

with lack of complaint, with dejected submission, or simply with waiting

a long time. This is not all there is in Christian patience, as we shall

see as we take up God's Word to trace this important word in its

remarkable associations. Patience is really enduring faith,—faith exer

cised under adversity and growing stronger. In the Greek where the

notes at the end of the page of the English version differ from the Ameri

can you will see that wherever we have
"

patience," the word "stead

fastness" is placed as the alternative reading, preferred by the English

revisers, and the two things together give you the meaning of the word.

The Greek word is upomene, which is holding out. But it is not

holding out in a dejected submission, crushed down, but it is holding

out and looking up gladly to God, knowing that God's will is being

wrought, that his purposes are being carried out.

Now you have to go back
—let me warn you, always go back to your

Bible to find out what words mean when you come across a word that is

often used in the Bible ; because when a word gets worn it is very much

as when you take a coin aud use it a long time
—the image of the coin,

or whatever has been on it, is finally worn off, so you can't tell what

kind of a coin it is, or what country it came from. The world takes

words and makes them worse. You know that. The word "despot"

didn't use to be a bad word. The word
"

tyrant
"

was not a bad word to

begin with, nor was the word "villain" bad to begin with. But the

world has made them all bad. You know very well that the words

"by and by" in our old Bible, when it was first translated, meant

immediately, right away. But those words do not mean that now. And

so with "charity"
—how the world has defaced that word in handling

it ! I am ashamed to use that word now. I never speak of a
"

charity
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patient," never ; because as it is used there is a stigma associated with

the word. I like to call my free patients
"

honor patients." So with

the words "hypocrite" and "ungodly." The Bible speaks of the

ungodly man. It does not mean the notorious sinner, but a man without

God. So with
"

unrighteous." So with the word
"

son
"

in the Bible.

It does not mean some person who, by austerity of living, has brought

himself into some extraordinary kind of religious frenzy. It means that

which every one of us has and is in Christ. We are sons by calling,

every one of us, which imposes a responsibility to live up to that which

we are before God.

I find patience mentioned only two times in the Gospels (in Luke 8

and 21) where the groundwork of patience and her exemplar were being

set forth in Christ's life and character. These two times are significant.

In the first, patience is connected with the apprehension and the holding

fast of the Word. Now I would just like to dwell upon that. I want

you to get this word "patience" well down into the fibers of your

being, because it is the great Christian characteristic which you will

need to carry you along through that which is to come in life. Christ is

talking of seed sowing, which responsibility is imposed upon every one

of us, that we should sow the seed, and he tells us, you know, that

"

the seed is the Word," and that the good ground in which the seed is

sown is in honest and good hearts. Having heard, is that enough ?—

Hold it fast, and bring forth fruit with patience. There she sits

between the two. The word from God, you hold it fast and bring forth

fruit with patience. Please remember the associations. Then again,

you notice the significance at the end. He told them that at the

beginning. He tells them this at the end. Notice the significance. He

was telling them of the terrible times that should come,
—

earthquakes,

famines, pestilences, and signs from heaven.
"

Ye shall be hated of all

men for my name's sake. And not a hair of your head shall perish.

In your patience ye shall win your souls." Salvation, then, is to be

won by patience.

It is quite characteristic that though patience was abundantly mani

fested in the enduring faith of the Old Testament saints, it is scarcely

noted there as such. It was left to the new and clear relationship estab

lished in Christ to develop this as a great quality.

Now let us try to catch a glimpse of what this thing called patience

really is by noting her in some of her associations and settings in God's

Word. First look at Romans v. 3. You know we have three ladders

there in Romans. I cannot pause to dwell upon them. We will take

two of them.
''

Being, therefore, justified by faith, we have peace with
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God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom also we have our

access by faith into this grace wherein we stand, and let us rejoice in

hope of the glory of God." That is God's way
—

sweet, simple, short.

That is the way of practical experience. We have it given right after

ward—the same ladder. Now comes the practical experience.
"

Not

only so, but we also rejoice in tribulations, knowing that tribulation

worketh patience, and patience probation (or experience), and experience

hope, and hope putteth not to shame, because the love of God is shed

abroad in our hearts by the Holy Spirit which is given to us." So you

begin with faith. The next step in your life which comes probably a

considerable number of weeks after that, control,—patience; patience

under control. And may be after awhile, after the repeated exercise of

patience, and your being thrown back on God continually, on him, not

on man, on him and not on yourself, on that which he gives and not

that which you evolve from yourself or your will power, God will count

you one of his experienced ones, one of his proved ones, one of the

officers of the guard. Then will that hope shine forth clear. And the

Bible means that hope of Christ in heaven to be revealed, manifested

here on earth in glory.

That patience is a supreme virtue in the sight of the Spirit while we

are here on our earthly pilgrimage is evident from Col. i. 9-1 1, where

these things are predicated
—
"

filled with a knowledge of his will,

strengthened with all power, bearing fruit in every good work, increas

ing in the knowledge of God." Tremendous proposition for mortals

like us—poor, frail humanity ! What does it all culminate in ?—
' '

Unto

all patience and long-suffering with joy."

THE RELATION OF PATIENCE.

Now, patience has a dual relationship, having qualities heavenly

and qualities earthly. I would have you for a moment look at some of

the associated sisterly qualities with which the omniscient mind of the

Spirit has coupled her. Let us turn first to II. Cor. vi. 3-10. What a

spectacle you will find there of the Christian life ! There she sits at one

end of the table with a goodly company of thirty-seven brothers and

sisters, while at the other end she sits
"

possessing all things." Again

let us turn to another little group, where she takes a humbler, yet

reckoned by Christian experience, a higher position, in I. Tim. vi. 11.

The lesson there is this : Avoid the consuming passion of money-getting.

It ends in sorrow. And how often you and I see that in these days ! I

don't know whether you see it as often as I do, but I see a great deal

more of it at Baltimore in the people who drift in there from all over
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this country, who have wealth and nothing else, and how thoroughly
one realizes Christ's saying, "How hardly shall they that have riches

enter into the Kingdom of God."

Then come and sit down, O man of God, at this table. And who

shall our guests be ? Here they are in order—Righteousness, Godliness,

Faith, Love; all members of heaven's nobility. But will such a distin

guished company of the immortals admit any other members on terms of

equal fellowship ? Yes, for here are two you and I would never have

thought of counting among them
—Patience and Meekness.

You need not be surprised at this assemblage, for you do not have

to look far through the Word to find a wonderful consistency in this

exaltation of patience. Look at this little group and catch a note touch

ing the quality of patience. (I. Thess. i. 2, 3).
"

We give thanks to

God always for you all, making mention of you in our prayers. Remem

bering without ceasing your work in faith, and labor of love and patience

of hope in our Lord Jesus Christ, in the sight of God and our Father."

And again in Titus ii. 1,2:
"

But speak out the things which befit sound

doctrince, that the aged men be temperate, grave, sober-minded, sound

in faith, in love, in patience." Patience stands right up in the first rank

of the highest Christian experience. And so again in Rev. ii. 19.

Now, if you want to catch her once more in her large family rela

tionship, look at II. Pet. i. 6, and you will find a goodly company, as well

as in II. Tim. iii. 10, where in a family of ten she sits with Love on her

left and Persecutions on her right hand. We see her last in Rev. xiv. 12,
—a large company, on the one hand those who have the mark of the

beast on forehead or hand, who have to drink of the cup of the wrath of

God, on the other the patience of the saints, they that keep the com

mandments of God and the faith of Jesus. Surely I do not need now to

urge upon you as you go hence the vast importance of patience, mentioned
about thirty-two times in the New Testament. Beginning with Luke

8, run through and study it out for yourselves.

Lastly, in what spirit do you go ? Here let me charge you most

earnestly, for according as you go in this spirit or in that will your work
succeed or fail. It matters not how famous you become, or what insti
tutions are reared to do a mighty work under your fostering care, or

even what great discoveries you may make. You may, as you pursue

your calling, with the foundation laid here, lay bare and master the

secrets of diseases which have from time immemorial ravaged our race ;
and yet, if you go not in the right spirit, all will be but dead works. I
am thus earnest and emphatic, because in these days there are many
spirits abroad. We are living in a day when Bibles are printed and
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circulated, and the Bible is talked about as never, perhaps, before in the

world's history, and yet days in which God's Word was also never less

known. Bibles are turned out by the ton,—given away for nothing, or

for a few pennies, and yet when we come to take statistics in our institu

tions of learning anywhere in our land, we find that the children coming

out of our homes know practically nothing about God's Word. We live

in days of new isms, of teachers professing to honor and professing to

draw their inspiration from God's Word, who yet magnify only them

selves. We are living in days when new and subtle philosophies are

abroad, offering themselves as acceptable substitutes for the true faith.

One of these parallels is as much like our faith as a false coin newly

minted is like the true gold
—hard to distinguish until you get it in your

hand and ring it. I talked with a man representing one of these isms on

the train about three weeks ago, and the parallels between the ism and

God's Word were truly marvelous. Extraordinary cunning Satan has

developed in these days, and yet absolutely without proof,—a mere

philosophy of living, Christ left out, and not a word about the Holy

Spirit or His work.

You will distinguish the false from the true if you hold fast this

Word of truth, this Sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God.

You will detect the false ring if you note, as your interlocutor glibly

praises the new faith, that Christ (though his name may be mentioned)

is so completely left out that you are ready to cry, weeping, with Mary,
"

They have taken away my Lord, and I know not where they have laid

him." You will find this above all things, that all these false systems

leave out the presence and power of the Holy Spirit, and if they mention

his name and his work, narrow him down to some little method of theirs,

that he must act through such and such channels, in such and such

ways.

Here, my dear friends, is the secret of the weakness of our churches

to-day—taught false systems, particularly as these false systems have

their strength in our churches, and people have been studying them for

a lifetime under Christian ministers. Here is the explanation of all the

lamentable ignorance of the things of God in pulpit and in pew. Here,

in this lack of knowledge of the work of the Spirit is the cause of the

prevailing coldness. This explains why missions languish, and the

heathen in the Sudan, and in India and in China, when they cry for

bread receive a stone. Be very clear about this, and know that even as

when our Lord was on earth, it may be said to-day of people at large,

sad though the words are
—let me repeat these words of John the Baptist,

"In the midst of you standeth One whom ye know not,"—a person
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definite aud real, as real as our Lord himself, though unseen, a comforter,

a guide, a teacher, the power of the church, the great Life-Giver. See

what our Lord says of him in John's Gospel. Only run through it

yourself. Chapters 1, 3, 7 and 14-16. And then see how like a flood he

comes in, according to our Lord's promise in the Acts,—spoken of some

fifty odd times, about as many times in the one book alone as in all the

Gospels. Recognize him and his work, and he will be in you the power

of Christ, living again on earth, and working his will through you.

I charge you, therefore, that your go forth to your work in Christian

patience, aud in the power of the Spirit of God.

THE GATE SCHOOL AND DISPENSARY AT ST. JOHN'S

COLLEGE, SHANGHAI.

Just within the gates leading to the College, stands the plain sub

stantial little building shown in the pictures. This building is the

result of gifts from friends in America and in China, which were given
in response to a special appeal.

A well equipped dispensary, consulting rooms and a commodious

waiting room make daily medical work possible, and many of the poor

country people gladly avail themselves of this opportunity to obtain relief

from their sufferings. Dr. Lincoln, the physician in charge, and his

faithful native assistant, Mr. Tseu, fully appreciate the comfort and

convenience it is to have a place like this after the years of work in the

former cramped and inadequate quarters.
On Sundays the western end of the building provides a large well-

ventilated cheery school-room. Bright pictures adorn the walls, hymn
sheets hang on a frame in the middle of the platform and the benches are

filled with a varied company. Girls who work in the silk filature near

by, and for the most part poor ignorant little creatures, boys from the

village school which is supported by the College Y. M. C. A., amahs

employed in the mission compound and some few country people,—form

a group of very different mental calibre, but all of them can be interested

in the simple address or Bible story.
Class instruction is also a part of the usual routine ; the scholars,

big and little, being graded according to their attainments.

The building was opened in April of last year, and the work carried
on in it forms a connecting link between the educational centre and the

many ignorant country folk around.
v n r
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WELCOME !

Before the next issue of the Journal appears, we shall have

met together in the flesh once more. We suppose these meetings

mean more to us all than do the gatherings of any other medical

body in the world, coming together as we do so infrequently

and from posts so isolated, and yet, perhaps as no other body of

medical men, so one in purpose and aspiration. It is worth the

effort to each of us to make one more in Shanghai at this time.

Let no one be easily persuaded that he can afford to stay away. Do

not let that dread parasite of conscience, the vermis inertiae, distort

our inward vision so that we will suppose that we can do more for

the Chinese by
"

remaining at our posts
"

during those two or three

short weeks, which if spent in Shanghai will help us to do our

whole work better for three years to come. If any imagine, for an

instant, that he is indispensable, even in his special mud-puddle,

remember the cheering thought that the world might lose all

of us some day, aud yet would get along somehow, and pretty

well, too. Come to Shanghai if you can get out of bed. Come

prepared to give the best you have and take the best that all the

rest have to give. That is a fair exchange and yet based on a

certainty that each will receive manyfold as much as he is able

to give.

A FEW SUGGESTIONS.

The main object of such a conference as that which we are

about to hold is one of mutual instruction and the programme

is drawn with that in view. Each one who contributes a paper

gives to the rest the fruit of some careful study and some spe

cial experience. Each one who intelligently comments thereon,

broadens the outlook and generalizes the experience. But alongside
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of this work, each conference that we hold should make some

records along the score of social progress and even the comparatively

unimportant conditions of our organization should be reviewed in

order that our future work may be done as expeditiously as possible.

With these ends in view we would beg that each member

intending to be present should review in his own mind such matters

as he has found lacking in our methods and organization, such

matters as he has or has not heretofore found time to criticize either

by letter to the Editor or by other means, and which have not, in his

opinion, as yet been rectified. Make note of each such item and

from such notes make our business meetings replete with progress

to the exclusion of red-tape. Such questions as the best form of

annual statistics, the best form for the election of new members and

especially questions in which the Association should be interested in

its relation to the progress of professional matters in China.

We have in mind ourselves two or three points which we shall

present for consideration and which may serve as suggestive of

others which will prove of equal interest or importance.

Inasmuch as the museum of the Association has never become

a matter of general interest and inasmuch as it consists at present of

less than twenty-five specimens of which only four or five have

labels, we shall advise that either the office of Curator be abolished

or some steps be taken for the regeneration of the museum-scheme

and that some guarantee be requested looking to the regular and

systematic addition of specimens.

Whether the office of Curator be abolished or not, we would

strongly urge the creation and appointment of a Corresponding

Secretary, in order that some regular communication may be estab

lished with any and every member who wishes to reach the attention

of the body and who does not care to do so in such formal manner

as a regular paper in the Journal requires. The Corresponding

Secretary should be expected to present regular bunches of interest

ing correspondence in the issues of the Journal, and it should be

his patticular duty to get the newly elected members into touch

with the Association. The Editors would not for an instant relin

quish the pleasure of their own personal correspondence with

contributing members as well as with their many valued friends

whose friendship is the outcome of this same correspondence, but
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they are all too conscious of their delay or failure in supplying such

proper and necessary information as is constantly sought from them,

as for the supply of hospital plans, specifications, etc., which only

the press of work would keep them from giving most gladly and to

the very best of their ability. A Corresponding Secretary could do

this work better and more promptly.

Finally, and briefly, we desire to see the Association appoint a

good committee and take up seriously the "Patent Medicine in

China" question. It is beginning to burn and demands our atten

tion more acutely than opium.

A CORRECTION.

Among several typographical errors in Dr. Kuhne's statement

of income in our last issue, two deserve our formal correction. On

page 15 at the bottom, "Interest" should read $6.58 not $6.30, and

the total of that column should read $16,963.31 not $16,863.31.

A COMPLETE FILE AT LAST.

Through the generosity of St. Luke's Hospital, Shanghai, and

through the efforts of the Presbyterian Press and the Editors,

we have the pleasure of announcing that the Editors' file of the

Journal, which is of course the property of the whole Association,

has been at last completed. The matter has been much on our

conscience, that the Association should not own a complete copy of

its own Journal and yet for a while it seemed a hopeless task to

remedy the matter. The editors of recent times have been careful

to see that a bound copy was regularly added at the end of each year

to the file, but the first six years were entirely lacking, and four

later issues lacking and out of print. The whole first six years, from

'eighty-seven to 'ninety-two have been presented to the Society by St.

Luke's Hospital, which recognized the larger need of the Association

as taking moral precedence over its own pleasure in owning so rare

a possession. The four out-of-priut issues were supplied from the

private library of the Editor, and the Press was able to supply certain

others from its book-room. The twenty complete volumes, without

a missing page, are now bound and in the keeping of the Editors,
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who will hold them as a sacred trust for the Association.

be on exhibition at the coming conference and we trust

of general interest, especially to younger members.

OUR CONFERENCE.

We would again remind members of our Association that the

Conference comes next month on April 19, 20, 22, 23.

It is to be held in the upper hall, Union Church buildings.

It rests with you whether it is a success or not. Some have

never even replied to our request to them to read a paper.

No one has sent Dr. Butchart any interesting plates or photos

for his proposed lantern exhibition. Such lethargy is typical of the

kingdom in which we work, but surely ought not to be found

amongst our own ranks. Members are urged to use this opportunity.

(1). By bringing forward any matters for the betterment of

the Association.

(2). By sending in papers on pressing or helpful subjects.

(3). By electing the officers they want for the next three years.

Nominations are before you (see p. 40, January Journal) and the

ballot has to be cast next month.

TENTATIVE PROGRAM.

Friday, ipth April.

9.30-10.00 a.m. Devotional.

10.00 a.m. Election of Secretary, etc. President's address.

11.00 a.m. Election of officers for 1907-8-9. Reports of

Committees.

2.00 p.m. Reports. (Continued).

3.00 p.m. Dr. Maxwell's paper. Subject, Is the Association

fulfilling its object ? Discussion.

Saturday, 20th April.

9.30-10.00 a.m. Devotional. Reading of Minutes.

10.00 a.m. Dr. Hart's paper on Asepsis aud Antiseptics.
Discussion.

10.45 a.m. Dr. Plummer's paper on Necrosis. Discussion.

11.15-11.30 a.m. Open talk on new instruments or new apparatus.

1 1. 30- 1 2. 00 a.m. Dr. Woodward's paper on Hospital Construction.

They will

will prove
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2.00 p.m. Dr. Hodge's paper on Syphilis as found in

China. Discussion.

2.45 p.m.

3.30 p.m. Unfinished business.

Monday, 22nd April.

9.30 a.m. Devotional. Minutes.

10.00 a.m. Fevers of China. Discussion.

1 1. 00-11. 15 a.m. Open talk on new drugs and new treatments.

11. 15 a.m. Dr. Wilson's paper on Native Medicines. Dis

cussion.

12.00 noon. Dr. Boone's paper on Cyclic Vomiting. Discus

sion.

2.00 p.m. Dr. Jefferys' paper on Distribution of Disease in

China. Discussion.

2.45 p.m. Dr. Logan's paper on Use of Microscope in our

work. Discussion.

3.25 p.m. Dr. Otte's paper on Effect of Opium on Malaria.

Discussion and unfinished business.

8.30 p.m. Photo lantern soiree.

Tuesday, 23rd April.

9.30 a.m. Devotional meeting. Minutes.

10.00 a.m. Dr. Beebe's paper on the Missionary Side of our

Work.

10.45 a-m- Paper on Gynaecological subject. Discussion.

11.30 a.m. Paper on Skin.

2.00 p.m. Paper on Eyes.

3.00 p.m. Paper on Sanitation in Chinese Cities. Dis

cussion and unfinished business.

8.00-10.00 p.m. Reception by Dr. and Mrs. Boone at 4 Ming-

bong Road.

[Signed Editorial.]

CHINA AND THE OPIUM TRAFFIC.

The next meeting of the China Medical Missionary Association

is to take place at a critical period in the history of the Chinese

empire. During the last few years opium has barred the way to any

great reform
—moral, political or commercial—but now, at length,
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the government has begun to move in the matter of the suppression

of the traffic.

The Medical Missionary Association holds a unique position in

China, as being the only corporate body of scientific men and wom

en who, both from their personal knowledge of the people and

scientific acquaintance with the subject, are in a position to give an

expert opinion on the question.

It therefore behoves us to make all the use we can of the

position in which we stand to help the government in their most

praiseworthy effort. We would therefore urge that at the coming

meeting of the Association a very strong committee be appointed

to draw up a series of resolutions to be submitted to the meeting ;

such resolutions to be placed in the hands of the leading members

of the government and in those of the viceroys who have shown

so earnest a desire to rid their country of this scourge. We think

that our opinion should be recorded at least on the following

points :—

i. The harmfulness of the habit, both physical, mental and

moral.

2. The little comparative danger there is to the life of the

individual in the immediate cessation of the drug, compared with

that involved in the continuance of the habit.

3. The necessity of absolute prohibition within a given time,
and in the meantime the avoidance of all attempts to gather an

increasing revenue from the habit.

4. The impracticability of licensing smokers, as exemplified
in the experience of Japan in Formosa.

There will probably be other points which should be dealt

with, but we believe that attention at least should be paid to

these.

It cannot be too strongly pointed out that a wrong step at the

commencement may prove almost irretrievable afterwards. In this

connection we have the very unfortunate example of Formosa, where

after more than ten years of Japanese rule and undoubtedly an

honest desire in the original institutors of the opium regulations
to suppress the habit, there is still little, if any, reduction in the

number of habitues of the drug.

James L. Maxwell.
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FROM THE PUBLICATION COMMITTEE.

Tsinan, January 17th, 1907.

Editors "China Medical Missionary Journal" :

Dear Sirs : I am sorry to have delayed so long in sending you an

answer to Dr. McAll's courteous criticism in the November number of

the Journal of the work of the Publication Committee. It is a pleasure
to have the work of the committee noticed even in the way of criticism,
for it shows that some are taking an interest in the matter and are

keeping a watch on what the committee is doiug to justify its existence.

1st. Let me call Dr. McAll's attention to the fact that the so-called

resolution, to which he refers in his letter as being found on page 104 of

Vol. XIX of the Journal, is part of a paper prepared by his colleague,
Dr. Gillison, and read before the Medical Conference in February, 1905.
This was never made part of the official acts of the Conference, but

simply came as a suggestion of what the writer thought was a desirable

course to take. The official action of the Conference, which resulted in

the appointment of the Publication Committee, and under which that

committee is now acting, is found on pages 43 and 44 of Vol. XIX ; the

report of the committee which was appointed to take the matter into

consideration being finally adopted as follows :
—

(1). We recommend to the Association that it undertakes the

publication of a standard series of text-books in Chinese, and when

practicable a Chinese medical journal.
(2). That a Publication Committee be appointed, composed of the

following members : (Here follow the names of the Committee).

(3). That of the surplus funds of the Association now in hand and

at the end of each year, four-fifths be at the disposal of the committee,
which shall also be empowered to raise funds by voluntary subscriptioi
for its work ; such funds to be paid into the treasury of the Association.

No instructions further than the above have ever been given to the

committee that I am aware of. We quite agree, however, with Dr. McAU

that the method which he favors would be an excellent one if it were

possible to put it in practice, namely for the committee to go over care

fully the whole field of medical text-books published in America and

England and select the best of the lot, and then appoint men to translate

these selected books. But unfortunately the work of this committee is

wholly voluntary, aud has to be done in the intervals of other work.

No member of the committee can devote one quarter of his time to the

work connected with this publication business, nor has the committee

any power to compel men to do work which it thinks desirable to have

done, nor has it funds to pay the expenses of meeting from time to time

to consult about what is best to do.

Under the circumstances the only feasible thing seemed to be to

accept for publication any books which were offered, and which were

approved by the Executive and Editorial Sub-Committee, and to see

what could be done with existing books in the way of revision and

republication. It was deemed an eminently wise thing to approach the

Canton Medical Missionary Society in regard to being allowed to revise

and reissue some of their books—in fact we first thought of buying them

out entirely, but failed to come to terms—for, as everyone knows, the

Books issued in Canton have a sale all over the empire, and while some
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are not at all what we would desire to introduce into a standard series,

others, such as Practice, are excellent books and have served a most

useful purpose in training medical students during the past twenty years

or more. So if these more useful ones can be revised and brought down

to date, and thuspreserve the old and yet introduce what is necessary to

make them fit for present-day use, would it not seem a wise thing to do?

The Canton people have agreed to allow us to select any of their books

we wish to, and after revising them publish them under our imprimatur,
with the understanding that they receive fifty per cent, of the net

profits. So far only Dr. Kerr's Practice has been selected for such

revision.

2nd. Dr. Cousland's'translation of Osier, while origiually suggested

by himself, met the hearty approval of the committee, as there never

has been a question that Osier is an excellent book, the best apparently
that the members of the committee were acquainted with. No doubt

others might have individual preferences, just as Dr. McAll has for

Taylor, aud if we could get together and compare notes, possibly we

might select a better book than Osier, but it is rather disconcerting to find

the committee blamed for selecting such a standard book as the one

agreed upon.

3rd. No decision whatever has beeu made as to a general surgery,
so that the field is open for suggestions. There is, however, no thought
whatever of trying to revise Kerr's Surgery, one of the poorest of the

Canton series. The only book which the committee has on its list in

this line is Dr. Main's translation of Caird and Cathcart's Surgical
Handbook, and even this has not been finally passed upon, as Dr. Main

has beeu too busy to get it into shape to show the committee for

criticism.

4th. Finally I may say in closing that the following are the only
books so far that the committee has finally accepted and that are either

already published or in press :
—

1. Couslaud's Physiology, a translation of Haliburton's.

2. Ingrain's Therapeutics, a translation of Hare and Wood.

3. Fulton's Diseases of Women, a translation of Penrose.

4. Niles' Obstetrics, a translation of Evans, etc.

5. Neal's Diseases of the Eye.
6.

., ,, ,, ,, ,, Skin.

7. Niles' Revision of Kerr's Practice.

Venable's Bacteriology and Cousland's translation of Osier have

been agreed to by the committee, but are not yet in press, nor will they
be until after the next meeting of the Associatiou. The Manual of

Nursing, translated in Hankow, has been presented to the Association,
but was never passed upon by its committee.

There will be an opportunity for the Association to discuss at its

coming meeting in April the work of its Publication Committee, and we

trust a full and free discussion will take place, and that the committee

may be greatly helped by practical suggestions as to what the Associa

tion thinks it wise to attempt iu the way of getting out a standard series

of medical text-books in Chinese.

Truly yours,

James B. Neal,

Chairman, Publication Committee,
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PRESBYTERIAN MISSION PRESS,

18 Peking Road,

Shanghai, 6th February, 1907.
Dear Dr. Davenport :—

Herewith accounts as promised. Trust they will be found correct

and in order.

Yours truly,
Jas. Williamson.

medical journal.

June 30.

July ]

Aug.

11.Sept.
Oct. 5.

,. 25-

J"iy 5-

Sept. 4.
Nov. 1.
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,,
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,,
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Less Debit.

To pictures from G. Olpp (Hongkong $20.00)
,, 17 blocks for printing coloured pictures in Sep
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,, 1,500 wrappers for Journal ...

,, binding 2 copies July Journal (Dr. Jefferys)
,, 90 mailing list

,, 350 copies and 6 photo blocks, July ...
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,, ,, ,, ,,
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Aug. 21.
Oct. 31.

Sept. 29.

Dec. 31.

Oct. 26.

Dec. 31.

July 6.

By account rendered ...

,,
cash on account ...

,,
sales 6 months to date, $468.34. Less 10%, 46.83 ...

Less Debit.

To J. H. Ingram, composition, etc., on 70 Therapeutics
,,

Dr. J. B. Neal's order 4222

,, 500 Dr. Cousland's Physiology. 2 Vols. Second

Edition

,, 1,000 copies Dr. Neal's Diseases of the Eye

,,
21 blocks from U. S. A. for above

,,
coloured pictures from Japan

,, duty, etc., ,, .,

,, binding 50 copies (half leather) Physiology
,, electrotyping of 181 blocks. Dr. Cousland's Phy

siology

,,
wooden mounts for above

,,
books returned. L. J. Davies

,, 10% discount allowed to Canton Medical College ...

,, 400 statistical blank forms

,, postage, envelopes and addressing

,, 400 Medical Nomenclature
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THERAPEUTICS.

Among the bold and striking
uses of well-known therapeutic

agents reported of late, prominence
must be given to the three follow

ing :—

Salicylate in Rheumatism.

T. W. Clarke (American Journal

of the Medical Sciences, September,

1906) reports that at the Lakeside

Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.,
the dosage of the salicylates has

risen from the conventional ten or

fifteen grains every two to four

hours to ten, fifteen and even

twenty grains every hour, in order

to get the effect of the drug as early

as possible. He reports seventy-

four cases ; those cases being ex

cluded from the study which show

ed any complication (acute) on

entrance. The results are discussed

under the heads of therapeutic and

diagnostic effect.

Therapeutic Effect.
—Ten to fif

teen or twenty grains were given

every hour while the patients were

awake ; the attendants being train

ed to recognize the appearance of

deafness and tinnitus as an index of

full drug effect. After a temporary

stoppage of the drug awaiting the

subsidence of these symptoms, it

was again resumed in doses as

large as before ; the interval being

slightly longer. "The amount of

salicylate required to produce symp
toms of its full effect has varied

from seventy-five to 360 grains ; the

average in the entire series being
200 grains. These massive doses

are borne well, as a rule, without

nausea, vomiting or depression, and

the coincident relief of pain makes

what discomforts there are seem

trivial. The effect of this sudden

saturation with the drug is a very

rapid fall of the temperature to the

normal." A composite chart of the

temperatures of seventy-four pa

tients during the first three days of

their stay in hospital shows the

temperature to have reached normal

in about thirty-six hours after ad

mission. The shortest continuance

of fever was one day and the longest
was eleven days. More striking
still, perhaps, is the relief from

pain.
"

A patient brought in dur

ing the afternoon in such acute

agony that a touch of the bedclothes

or a jar of the bed causes a cry of

anguish, and who may have requir
ed a dose of morphiji to allow the

nurse to remove his clothing, fre

quent^ greets the physician with a

smile the following morning at the

ward visit, and often moves his

joints himself to show his improve
ment. Analysis of seventy-four
cases shows that by the fourth day
the average patient is free of dis

comfort. The longest period has

been nine days." Swelling also

disappears rapidly, and in only four

of the seventy-four patients did any

joint become involved after the

treatment had begun.
"Owing to the general belief in

the danger to the heart of using the

salicylate in large doses this organ
has been watched with especial
care. Cardiac complications instead
of being increased in frequency by
this method of treatment, seem to

be lessened." Figures giveu by
various writers show that heart

complications occur in from twenty
to forty per cent, of the cases. In

the present series of seventy-four
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cases, forty-six apparently had nor

mal hearts on entrance and only six

of these developed any sign of en

docardial complication. In two of

the six cases the murmur dis

appeared before the patients left the

hospital. This is equivalent to a

percentage of only thirteen. In the

seventy-four cases there was only
one with pericarditis.

"

In most of our cases, the alka

lies in the form of potassium citrate

and acetate were given. In eighteen
of the cases, however, it was omit

ted and dependence was put upon
the salicylate alone. It is of suffi

cient interest to note in passing that

all the six cases of cardiac com

plications occurred in the patients
who received alkalies, and none in

the fourteen patients with normal

hearts on admission who were on

the salicylate alone." No depres
sion of the heart was noted in con

nection with the salicylate treat

ment. With proper care and atten

tion the element of danger in using

such massive doses is not great.

However, as some persons show no

toxic symptoms till they have taken

enormous quantities, it would be

well to put a limit upon the amount

to be given. One case in the series

of seventy-four took 580 grains at

the rate of twenty grains an hour.

The drug was then discontinued,

and for two days he did well ; at this

point becoming wildly delirious, and

dying with symptoms of meningitis.

His death was not supposed to have

had any relation to the large amouut

of sodium salicylate taken.

The main objection to the use of

such massive doses was found to be

that after the first three days it was

difficult to keep the patients in bed,

as they felt so comfortable.

Diagnosis.
—Keeping in mind the

fact that greater care is being

constantly given to the differentia

tion of acute articular rheumatism

from the acute stage of arthritis

deformans ; it became definite con-

rress.—Internal Medicine. 89

viction that large doses of salicylates
served as a diagnostic test. The

true rheumatic can tolerate much

larger doses than can persons suffer

ing, for example, from gonococcic
arthritis. Further, in true rheuma

tism the fever, pain and swelling
are gone in two or three days, while

in other forms of arthritis, as soon

as the toxic effects of the salicylate
are worn off, the pain returns with
all its old vigor.

Formaldehyde in Coryza.

Lacroix (in the Concours Medic

al, abstracted in The Practitioner,

July, 1906) prescribes xyi drams

of formaldehyde in a wide-mouthed

bottle. "The patient holds the

open bottle immediately below each

nostril as if about to use a smell

ing-bottle and inspires gently.
There is produced in the nasal

fossae, and generally also in the

forehead, cheeks and uape of the

neck, showing the penetration of

the formic vapors to the frontal,

maxillary and sphenoid sinuses a

sense of smarting and tingling,
intense enough to cause a slight
lacrimation and a running of

mucus from the nose. As soon as

this sensation becomes painful, the

inhaling is stopped for a few

minutes and then renewed for two

or three times more. This is done

every hour, or less often, according
to the degree of severity of the

coryza." One or two drams are

said to be enough to treat colds in

the head for several years. The

formaldehyde is quite innocuous and

very convenient to carry about

Adrenal Extract in Neuralgia and

Neuritis.

Carleton (America?i Medicine,
February 24th, 1906, quoted in

The Practitioner, November, 1906)
gives an interesting series of cases

treated with supra -renal extract.

The first case was that of an actress
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who had suffered twice a month

for years with attacks, during which

the whole course of the left infra

orbital nerve was red and cedemat-

ous with shooting pains in the

supra-orbital maxillary and tem-

poro-facial nerves. Fifteen drops
of adrenalin- were applied along
the course of the infra-orbital.

Pain ceased in three minutes and

throbbing in four. Three months

later it was reported that there had
been only slight returns of pain.
In another case, there was neuritis

of the terminal nerves in the palms
and soles. Each spot of pain was

touched with a drop of adrenalin

solution, 1-2000, and in five minutes

the pain was all gone. Similarly in a

Gase of sciatica of great severity adre-

nalin ointment was applied along
the course of the nerve, causing dis

appearance of the pain inside of six

minutes. There was no possibility
of hypnotic suggestion being a

causative factor in the cures. In

oue case, test applications of vase

line were made without the knowl

edge of the patient, with the result

that relief only came when the true

adrenalin ointment was used.

DIRECT TRANSFUSION OP BLOOD

IN HEMORRHAGE.

In addition to the above cases,

in which use was made of well-

known remedial agents, an epoch-

making report comes to hand con

cerning the treatment of hemor

rhage by a new method. George
Crile, of Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.,

whose work on surgical shock aud

other aspects of practical scientific

surgery and medicine give him a

place of eminence in modern medi

cine, reports (Journal of the Amer

ican Medical Association, November

3rd, 1906) a series of seventy-four
animal experiments, culminating in

a series of cases where the results

of the former series were applied
in man. Using the method of

Carrel, by which arteries and veins

of various sizes may be so anasto

mosed as to be impervious to blood

aud free from clotting, the trans

ference of blood from one animal to

another was found to be most de

finitely accomplished by anastomos

ing the proximal end of an artery

of the donor into the proximal end

of a vein of the donee ; the only

requirement being that the blood of

the two animals be isotonic. The

transfused blood neither suffers nor

causes impairment, no hemolysins
are produced and the transfused
blood becomes a perfect substitute

for the lost blood. The first human

case in which the principle could

be applied was that of a male,

twenty-three years old, ill with

nephrolithiasis. At operation four

large stones were removed from the

pelvis of the kidney, and the wound
formed in bisecting the kidney was

packed with gauze hemorrhage
being readily controlled during and

after the operation.
"

On the fourth day oozing
began to appear on the dressings,
and there was also hematuria.

This continued until the morning
of the fifth day, in spite of all the

measures that could be employed

against it, including packing, pres
sure, etc. By evening the condition
of the patient had become alarming.
The hemoglobin was reduced to

twenty-five per cent, the red cells to

1,800,000, the pulse was 160 beats

to the minute and barely percepti
ble, the respirations forty-eight per
minute and gasping and the pa
tient was unconscious. Treatment

by posture, saline infusion, bandag
ing, stimulants, repacking adren

alin chloride solutiou, etc., was of

no avail. It was clear that the

terminal stage was at hand with all

the resources at hand exhausted.

It seemed, therefore, a suitable
case for transfusion and one which

would afford a crucial test of its

value. A willing donor in the
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person of the patient's brother was

at hand. Under local anesthesia

an anastomosis between the proxi
mal end of the radial artery of the

donor and the proximal end of the

basilic vein of the donee was made,
and the blood was allowed to

flow steadily for thirty minutes.

As a result the patient promptly
came out of his unconscious state,

the pulse and respiration fell, the

blocd pressure rose from sixty-three
to ninety-fourmillimeters of mcrcury,
the hemoglobin rose from twenty-

eight to fifty per cent, and the red

cells from 1,800,000 to 2,900,000.

In the donor the hemoglobin fell

from 100 to seventy per cent, and

the red cells from 5,500,000 to

4,600,000 per cubic millimeter.

By this time the patient was in

such good condition that the ori

ginal plan of doing a nephrectomy
was followed, using ether as an

anesthetic. The operation was well

borne. . . . The following morn

ing the condition of the patient was

unsatisfactory on account of de

composing blood clots filling the

bladder. Under cocain I made a

suprapubic cystotomy, washing out

a large quantity of foul smelling
urine and removing quantities of

infected blood clots. During the

day following this there was total

suppression of urine and marked

uremia . . . This was overcome,

and improvement continued for two

weeks, during which time a large

part of the lumbar wound healed.

A severe cystitis continued. Then

suddenly a profuse hemorrhage set

in from the bladder and continued

for two days, in spite of all treat

ment. The red cells and hemo

globin again fell as before, and his

condition became critical. At this

time another brother served as

donor. The patient's condition im

mediately improved again, the red

count reaching 3,000,000 and the

hemoglobin fifty-four per cent. No

further hemorrhage occurred, and

the patient was discharged from

the hospital cured on the twenty-
fifth day after the second transfu

sion. He has resumed work and

shows a count of 6,400,000 cells.

Two patients with typhoid he-

I morrhages received transfusion,

though practically in extremis. Both

were very much revived by the

operation, although one succumbed

to further hemorrhage and the

other to double parotitis. Still

another transfusion was for a se

condary renal hemorrhage following
nephrolithotomy. The patient was

a very poor risk and had been

delirious for two days. As the

fresh blood flowed into his vessels

his delirium entirely disappeared
and the lumbar wounds healed,

though an abdominal wound, made
for exploratory purposes, never

healed, and finally peritonitis caus

ed death. The blood-count, how

ever, was maintained to the end.

The last case was that of a woman

who had received medical treat

ment for four months for bleeding
from the bowels. Hemoglobin
about twelve per cent., red cells

1,200,000. It was not considered

safe to anesthetize. The trans

formation was extraordinary. The

lemon-yellow gave place to white,
then to pink aud red, the blood
count was more than doubled and

the hemoglobin trebled. All other
treatment was withdrawn and the

hemorrhage entirely ceased.

The donors in each case regained
the lost blood in from five to seven

days, and were kept from work

only on the day of the transfusion.
No unfavorable effect whatever was
noticed in the donee. In other

words, the conclusions reached in

the laboratory were wholly realized
in the clinic.

Dr. Crile says :
"

The transfor
mation in these cases has been un-

equaled in my surgical experience
except in the relief from asphyxia

I by intubation.
"
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MICROSCOPIC OBJECTIVES.

We do not for one moment wish

to appear as advertising any firm's

goods, nor have we any personal

knowledge which would justify us

in doing more than simply bringing
the statements before the notice of

our readers ; but we feel that the

possession of a good microscope at a

reasonable figure is so extremely

important for medical missionaries

that we quote the following para

graph in extenso :
—

"

We understand that Mr. Henry

Gowlland, optician, of Seise}', Chi

chester, has perfected a new one-

twelfth in. object glass, oil immer

sion which he guarantees to be en

tirely of British manufacture, but

what is of more importance to our

readers is that no soft glass is used

in the objective and that it will

stand any climate. The objective
is beautifully fiuished and the price
is only fifty-five shillings, which

compares very favourably with the

objectives of foreign manufacture of

the same power, which are retailed

in this country at £<, and upwards.

Intending purchasers would do well

to write for further particulars be

fore purchasing elsewhere."—Jour
nal of Tropical Medicine, September
15th, 1906.

SPIROCHETE PALLIDA IN YAWS.

In one specimen taken from a

papilloma in recurrent yaws, nu

merous spirochaetes were observed.

The method of staining was by
Giesusa's solution and gentian violet.
These spirochaetes possessed similar

characters to those of the spirochaete

pallida as already pointed out by
Castellani, but the staining was

fainter. Loops in the course of the

filament were observed as in the S.

al |Iotes.

ies L. Maxwell, M.D.

pallida.—Dr. Alex. MacLennan.

British Medical Journal, October

20th, 1906.

REPORTS ON PLAGUE INVESTIGA

TIONS IN INDIA.

A preliminary report of the Govern

ment Commission in India from

the British MedicalJournal, Octo
ber 20th, 1906.

The most important of the results

dealt with in this first report of the

work of the Commission are con

cerned with experiments upon the

transmission of plague by fleas.

From a series of experiments, in

which altogether between 300 and

400 animals were used and for the

details of which the original must

be consulted, the authors con

clude:—

1. Close contact of plague in

fected animals with healthy animals,
if fleas are excluded, does not give
rise to an epidemic among the latter.
As the godowns (in which the

experiments were conducted) were

never cleaned out, close contact in

cludes contact with faeces and urine

of infected animals, and contact

with, and eating of food contaminat

ed with faeces aud urine of infected

animals, as well as with pus from

open plague ulcers.

2. Close contact of young even

when suckled by plague-infected
mothers, did not give the disease

to the former.

3. If fleas are present, then the

epidemic, once started, spreads from
animal to animal ; the rate of prog
ress being in direct proportion to

the number of fleas present.

4. An epidemic of plague may
start without direct contact of

healthy animal and infected animal.

Thus in the case of one of the ex-
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periments the healthy guinea-pigs
were not put in until the last in

oculated guinea-pig had died and

been removed.

5. Infection can take place with

out any contact with contaminated

soil. Thus several guinea-pigs and

a monke}7 placed in wire cages two

inches above the ground developed

plague.
6. Aerial infection is excluded.

Thus guinea-pigs suspended in a

cage two feet above the ground,
which distance is outside the jump
ing capacity of a rat flea, did not

contract the disease, while in the

same godown those animals allowed

to run about and those placed two

inches above tbe floor became in

fected.

7. Plague can be transmitted by
the rat flea not only from guinea-

pig to rat but from rat to guinea-

pig. Further it can also be trans

mitted from guinea-pig to monkey.

As a result of a further series of

experiments carried out in plague
infected houses it was shown :—

That animals protected from fleas

by means of a sufficiently broad

layer of tangle-foot and placed in

plague infected houses do not con

tract plague, but of the control

animals, not so protected, twenty-

four per cent, developed the disease.

Out of 247 fleas caught on the

tangle-foot, sixty per cent, were

human, thirty-four per cent, were

rat and five per cent, we're cat fleas.

Plague bacilli were demonstrated in

the stomach contents of one out of

eighty-five human fleas dissected

and of twenty-three out of seventy-
seven rat fleas.

Further researches were made

into the question of the existence

of chronic plague in rats in local

ities where plague is endemic but

at a time when no epidemic ex

isted :
—

The existence of chronic plague
in rats during the season when

neither plague cases nor any acute

plague among rats occurs, has been

systematically searched for by the

Commission in the case of two

villages—Kasel aud Dhard—in the

Punjab, in which plague has re

curred annually for three years

without discoverable re-infection.
Observations on these villages com
menced in December, 1905, at a

time of year when neither human

plague nor rat plague, as far as

could be discovered, existed. There
was no special mortality among
rats, and dead rats were seldom
found. An extensive rat catching
was undertaken with a . view to

finding out whether plague existed

among these animals. During De

cember 1,800 rats were caught alive
and carefully examined. Of this

number none were found to be

suffering from ordinary acute plague
but seven, which until examined

post-mortem evinced no signs of

illness, were discovered to have

chronic abscesses containing plague
bacilli.
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Retinoscopy (or shadow test.) By James Thorington, A.M., M.D.

Fifth Edition. P. Blakiston's Son & Co., Philadelphia. Price$i.oo

(Gold).

This book is the work of a man who always does his work well.

Like all Dr. Thorington's other demonstrations of optical procedures, it

teaches the subject in simple, clear language in a way that compels

understanding. To those of us who prescribe glasses for the Chinese,

so many of whom, though illiterate, yet as carvers, sewing women or

what not, do near work, and so many of whom need refraction after

cataract and other operative procedures, a thorough understanding of

the shadow test, as a means of checking results or even of gettiug any

sort of results, is next to a necessity. The book is not strictly for such

as have long used the method, though there are helpful suggestions for

the most experienced ; but for those who have yet to grapple with the

whole matter, it is an admirable review of the subject.

The schematic eye, described in Chapter i is hardly all that the

author claims. It is a useful preliminary exercise for student years, but

for those who have their owu clinical subjects in any numbers, or who

are accustomed to the living subject, no schematic eye can compare with

the natural eye.

We know Dr. Thorington himself, his books and his eye, and have

often heard him lecture too. Eye, good, books, better, Doctor, best.

Z.

Hospital Dialogue in Shanghai Thoo-bak, by W. H. Jefferys,
A.M., M.D. St. Luke's Hospital, Shanghai. American Pres

byterian Mission Press.

Although doctors have been working among the natives of Shang

hai and its district for more than half a century, none of them had

attempted to collect and publish the every-day expressions used by the

people in sickness until this neatly printed hand-book appeared.

Hitherto missionary physicians have had to acquire the peculiar

vocabulary of their profession by the long and laborious method of

working it out for themselves. The writer of this useful book has

conferred a lasting benefit upon his fellow-professionals as well as upon

all others who come in daily contact with suffering humanity.

The often perplexed and well meaning doctor will here find a

solution to his many difficulties, and if he wishes to get at the history of
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a patient or give him medical directions, he need only consult one or

more of the many sections of this excellent book.

At a glance he can see written in clear English, Chinese or

Romanized Chinese the very questions he would wish to ask a patient

and also many of the probable answers he would receive. Such a

simple direction as "Lie on your back," would not come readily to the

lips of many persons acquainted with the local dialect and yet here they

will be able to find dozens of similar phrases most happily expressed in

the true vernacular.

This book ought to find a place in every physician's medicine case,

working or travelling within a radius of a hundred miles of Shanghai,

as, though written especially for the Shanghai dialect, it has a much

wider range of usefulness, and doctors who reside in Soochow, Ningpo

etc., will find it, with slight modifications, meet all their needs.

The book will slip easily into the pocket, and the modest price of $i

brings it within the reach of all.

We hope it will have a large and extensive circulation and thus

supply the very needs for which it has been written.

F. C. C.
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According to the diagnosis of

several of our oldest members the

Central China Medical gj ££
Missionary Assoc ation

he mQst
Annual Report, 1906. , ,

^
successful

one of the Association. It does not

merely exist, but develops and is

proving to be an ever increasing
force for medical missions in China.

Its influence has spread, and to

day we read that in other parts
of China, although under far less

favourable conditions, or situation,
similar associations are being com

menced. Thus it behoves us not

only to maintain the high standard

of proficiency, but ever to be the

stimulating factor in the progress
of medical missionary work.

Except for one item every dish

has beeu partaken of with more or

less relish that was presented to the

Association on the Menu at the

beginning of the year. We have

attended thirteen meals with an

average attendance of 9.5.

The various dishes served have

been matured in thought, scientific

ally arranged and artistically pro

duced in such an appetising and

digestible form that even the most

chronic dyspeptic amongst the re

cipients could not possibly fail to

assimilate and benefit by an over

indulgence of the good things pro
vided.

The enthusiasm of the members

of the Association has found an

opportunity for work in the prepara
tion and production of the following
series of pamphlets : Dysentery,

diarrhoea, constipation, artificial

feeding of infants, syphilis, small

pox, prevention of consumption,

etc., etc. One of these is already

published and the others are either

evolving in the minds of the deputed
authors, or passing through the

various prescribed stages to their

final and glorious issue.

The new regulation of
"

a brief

written history accompauying each

case shown," has been greatly ap

preciated by the secretary, when it

has been done.

A few of the papers read before

the Society have been published in

the C. M. M. J., and others are

under the rigid but kindly scrutiny
of the editors.

During the year a Purchase Com
mittee has been formed. Their

arduous and untiring efforts have

already resulted in the various

hospitals being able to obtain their

drugs, dressings and supplies at a

much cheaper rate than hitherto.

An effort has been made to form

a circulating library of medical

books and magazines.
During the year we have had

the pleasure of welcoming as new

members of the Association Dr.

Miss Bretthawer, of the American

Baptist Mission, Hanyang; Dr.

Miss Vickers, of the Wesleyan
Mission, Wuchang ; Dr. Cormack,
London Mission, Hankow. Also,
we have welcomed the return of

Dr. S. R. Hodge, of the Wesleyan
Mission, Hankow, one of the oldest

members of the Association. Several

doctors have been introduced to the

meetings during their journey
through the centre en route to

their various stations.

It is difficult to select a few cases

from the long list of interesting
ones shown to the Association

during the year.

(1). One was a man age 22

from Nanking, with a tumour the

size of a hen's egg under his

tongue. It was of seven years'
duration. Twelve months before

it had been (?) removed at a foreign
hospital. It was tense, not painful,
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fluctuated slightly, not inflamed.

His tongue was pushed up, so that

it was difficult to eat and speak.
After complete removal it was

found to be a dermoid cyst.

(2). Interesting instructive case
of ruptured femoral aneurism.—The

signs and symptoms suggested, and
it had been diagnosed tor an

abscess. It was ligatured above, and

the man had an uninterrupted re

covery.

(3). Composite odontome.

(4). A girl, age eight, twenty-
seven inches tall, weighed twenty-
nine pounds, had never talked or

walked. Tongue large, hair coarse,

pendulous belly.
The interest was that the child

was by a second wife; his first wife

had presented him with a similar

child, which had died.

(5). A man, age thirty-three,
who fifteen months before was

carrying a load of beans when
' '

his

left eye shot out." He did not

fall about or experience any pain.
One month afterwards his right eye
shot out. He was able to see for

two months and then became blind.

Both his eyes were protruding for

one inch outside the orbit, were

covered with scabs. Slight pulsa
tion was noticed, but was more

marked in his lids. Marked heav

ing pulsation was noticed in both

carotids and also over his left chest.

Heart was enlarged half an inch

outside N. L-, systolic bruit at

aortic and pulmonary areas pusys-

tolic thrill and bruit at mitral area.

Radial pulse were not of equal
ratio or tension. No evidence of

intra-cranial pressure. Did not

improve very much with rest and

digitalis.
The thanks of the Association are

due to the ladies who have so

kindly and gracefully entertained

the members of the Association to

tea, after the meetings.
W. Arthur Tatchell,

Hon. Sec
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Our hospital has felt its little

share in the growth, gaining some-

Tooker Memorial Y!hat }u every

Hospital. Report^ oiJfUZ*y.,
1906. American

Presbyterian

Mission, Soo~

chow, China.

And we have

felt the touch

of aw a k e n i 1 g

spiritual power

that has just be

gun in this country.
To pass on to the more medical

events. One of the first, in time

and importance, was the arrival

of two American babies within

two weeks of each other—Kenneth

Kepler and Margaret Crawford—

both sweetly unconscious of their

superiority to the average hospital
patient.
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Later came what threatened to be

a serious break in the work, not for

ourselves only, but for all Chiua.

Vague restlessness on the part of

the people, mobs in different parts
of the country, in Soochow great
mass meetings about the foreign
invasion, and warnings for us not

to show ourselves too freely on the

streets. Then a swift message from

Shanghai of riots, and a call to

escape for safety. Even after our

return to Soochow there were days
of uncertainty as to the outcome aud

nights when a slight alarm would

set our nerves thrilling. An unusual

clamor in the next village, the acci

dental burning of a foreign house, a

midnight raid on gamblers in a temple
opposite, where we could see the

lanterns flashing against the dark

walls and hear the shouts of the

attacking party and the clattering
of falling bricks,—all of these things
seemed at the time to be directed

against us and added interest to our

lives !

There have been the usual num

ber of opium suicides as well as a

few cases who came to the hospital
to break off the drug habit. The

editor of one of our best American

medical magazines, in speaking of

the opium curse, refers to the evil

as greatly exaggerated by the mis

sionaries, "who presumably kuow

too little about the matter." If

they know too little it must be

from seeing too much ; and while

we do not advance the fact of opium
suicides as argument against the

opium curse, yet they do add to our

hatred of the drug, and we wonder

to see a man leave the room for his

pipe in the intervals of helping to

revive a friend !

An interesting class of patients
out here are those who find the root

of their troubles in "K'yi" or

temper. Although of a phlegmatic
disposition the Chinese, when

roused, are prone to give way to

most ungoverned fits of passion,

and it would be strange indeed if

one could emerge from one of those

typical outbursts none the worse

physically or morally. Sometimes

it means insanity ; often the result

is heart-disease. We had a good

specimen of this latter class in one

of our patients who came to us a

perfect wreck, passsionate and per

haps slightly deranged. It was odd

to see her sit hour after hour clean

ing her teeth, or dipping her hands

into the indispensable basin, like the

classical heroine who endeavored to

wash from her hands the spot that

had dyed her soul.

F. F. Cattell,* I Physicians
Mary E. Fitch, \ in charge.
Mary Lattimore,Matron.

'Absent on furlough.

During this period the work has

continued very much as it was

Fifth Report of the pJevkms yean
Hwai-yuen Hos- gertain of the

^f'tSnSTn statistics show
1st, 1905—April ,. , . ,

30th, 1906.
a sll§ht ?*"
vauce in the

number of patients treated or

operations performed, while others

indicate a little falling off as com

pared with last year's report, which

may be accounted for by the fact

that the time of the foreign physic
ian has beeu considerably occupied
by work that should more properly
fall to an architect or builder.

In certain lines an increase in

the amout of good done has been

unfortunately prohibited by our

cramped quarters. For a time

during the latter part of 1905 for

weeks together every bed was full

and the wards were crowded far

beyong their proper capacity. Yet
we were almost daily forced to turn

away needy cases ; many of them

suffering constant agony from vesi

cal calculus. At one time we kept
a register for cases applying for
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treatment and urgently needing
'

operation, and anpointments were

recorded for nearl/ two months in \

advance. It is unfortunate that

many of these did not return again ; j
doubtless discouraged by the first

fruitless and painful journey. In

spite of this handicap we have i

peformed forty operations for cal- :

cuius during these eight months as

compared with thirty-six for the |
preceding twelve.

I

Accordingly we report with solid

satisfaction that a reasonably com

modious piece of land was purchas
ed last fall and that a physician's
residence has been built while the

plans for the hospital were being
drawn up. These are now com

pleted (September, 1906), and we j
hope that the work of Construction j
will soon be begun. An under

taking of this kind is necessarily
slow in completion at such a dist

ance from the coast as we are

situated, and it may be more than'

a year before it is finally complete.
But we can at Inst see a term set

to the time of probation which has

been passed in the present hospital.
The generosity of a friend in

New York has provided the neces

sary funds for erecting a building
that will both in size and general
construction adequately fill the

needs of our growing work, aud

we have reason to believe open new

fields of usefulness.

We have had further good news to

the effect that the generosity of a

member of the Central Presbyterian
Church of New York has provided
the support of a woman physician.
It would be hard to say which will

be the means of a greater advance

in our usefulness to the community,
the new hospital or the new physi
cian.

We have treated much the same

kind of cases as in former years.

The 144 operations for entropion
and seventeen for pterygium were

nearly all performed by Mr. Chu,

and the result has almost invaria

bly been excellent.

Samuel Cochran.
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Conesponocncc.

To the Editor of

"The China Medical Mission

ary Journal."

Dear Dr. Jefferys : Will you

allow a suggestion in.regard to your

tabulating of the statistics of the

various hospitals in China. Why

not omit those from your printed
list which send no reports ? For

instance it looks a little queer to

see the Louisa Y. Boyd Hospital,
Chinanfu, put down on the list,

when this institution lias not been

open for the past two years and a

half, and Dr. Burnliam has been

out of the countrv for the same

length of time, with no prospect of

her returning. I notice a number of

other cases, where evidently the list

of the previous year has been copied,
but no returns have been sent in.

An arrangement in some sort of

alphabetical order, too, would be a

great help in finding what one

wants, say in order of location by

alphabet.
With kindest regards,

Sincerely vours,

'j. B Neal.

Tsinan, January 19th, 1907.

To the Editor of

"The China Medical Mission

ary Journal."

Dear Dr. Jefferys: Herewith

is a further contribution for the

Journal. I shall not trouble you

so much in the future, as my reign
as Secretary to both Killing and

Hankow branches of the Associa

tion, has ended. But I do feel

keenly the importance of the work

which the Association is attempt

ing, both by the Journal and its

various branches.

I also recognise the devotion and

untiring energy of the officials and

think that the humble and meek of

us should do our utmost to support

you.

With every good wish,

I am,

Faithfully yours,

W. Arthur Tatchell.

"No trouble, Doctor, we assure

you."
—Ed.

Whsi.kyan Mission Hospital,

Hankow, March 1st, 1907.

To the Editor of

"The China Medical Mission

ary Journal."

Dear Sir : In answer to several

letters
"

re" election of new mem

bers and its
"

li" I beg to reply that
the only

"

li
"

that appears to my

dark mind is that ( 1 ) from the papers

being returned the secretary is able

to know who looks at their Journal
and who are interested in the As

sociation ; (2) it provides him with

a little scribbing paper ; (3) it swells

H- I- M.'s postal revenue. I think

the present system is useless, and

the subject of election of new mem

bers should come up at Conference.

I am, etc.

C. J. Davenport.

Shanghai, February 6th, 1907.

personal IRccoro.

BIRTH.

At Tainan, Formosa, on 10th February, 1907, the wife of James T,

Maxwell, M.D., of a daughter (Hilda Eliznberh).
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